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atchison s letters and the causes
of mormon expulsion from missouri
richard lloyd anderson
alexander W doniphan is proverbial in missouri mormon history
for savingjoseph
saving joseph smiths life but an equally significant story is largely
untold the role of david rice atchison in restraining armed aggression
against the mormon minority both men were lawyers retained by
latter day saint leaders after the forcible expulsion of their people
from jackson county in 1833 in the next five years both doniphan
and atchison were periodically involved in seeking civil rights for
an unpopular people so when they took key militia posts during
the 1838 mormon troubles these two well understood both the
majority and the minority viewpoints doniphan was left on the scene
at the surrender of far west and registered his telling protest at the
attempt to execute civilians by order of a military court only a few
days earlier atchison had been removed from command because of
his outspoken views he had bluntly written governor boggs 1 I do
not feel disposed to disgrace myself or permit the troops under my
command to disgrace the state and themselves by acting the part of
Atchi
a mob
atchisonn
atchisons
sons later silence on this subject contributed to the
historical obscurity of his stand
this article will explain the atchison letters from the 1838
mormon conflict he and doniphan knew
knewjoseph
joseph smiths policies since
they had negotiated with both parties for some two months prior to
the mormon surrender on 1 november 1838 doniphans
doniphant views have
cormons as victims of
great interest because he consistently saw the mormons
atchisonn
atchisons
sons letters
but Atchi
intolerance throughout their missouri experience 2 213ut
have added historical value because they were written at the height
of anti mormon tensions by the commander assigned to investigate and
resolve the civil conflict
in war the open minded are hated by both extremes thus
cormons in order
major general atchison was accused of helping the mormons
to gain political advantage the firebrand samuel bogart complained
1
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to the governor with one eye on atchison too many of our officers
cormons
Mor mons seeing their votes in time
are seeking popularity with the mormons
would be of some service to them 3 but in time shows the hollowness
Atchi sons
of the contention since immediate unpopularity was david atchisons
atchisonn
reward for fairness the gaining of a few thousand mormon votes in
one county would in any case have been more than offset by the
predominant hostility against them in scores of counties moreover
Atchi sons later political stance reflected sectional interest would this
atchisonn
atchisons
missourians
ians
ultrasouthern senator have earlier supported what western Missour
perceived as a yankee church biased against slavery
slavery44 clearly it is the
lawyer and judge not the politician who speaks in the 1838 atchison
documents the failure of moderation and the helplessness of watching
a minority dispossessed are the themes of these on the scene letters
ATCHISONS LIFE

dissent on the mormon question might have been expected from
david rice atchison inasmuch as his legal military and political careers
were stamped with individualism his views on the 1838 mormon
persecution should be seen in the light of a lifetime commitment to
principle not that his virtues were neatly bounded by convention
fellow clay county attorney peter burnett pictured him even when
a judge as still able to mingle with mirth and gayety
gaiety adding that
he was very companionable and full of anecdote in which he was
atchisonn
atchisons
sons serious
not limited by religious views burnett also outlined Atchi
side when appointed to the bench soon after the mormon conflict
judge atchison was an upright incorruptible judge and was a man of
fine literary and legal education and of superior native intellect he
possessed a kind heart and a noble generous manly spirit but when
first appointed he seemed to me to err too often in his rulings in favor
of the accused 5

doniphan also described atchison during his

years as a judge in the
early 1840s the two had known each other intimately as young
attorneys we kept offices together although never partners and were
very warm personal friends doniphan could be objective because they
had different interests politically we were as wide apart as the poles
he was a strong states rights democrat while 1I was a whig of the

most orthodox school doniphan sized up atchison admitting that
he spent a good deal of time away from his office in hunting social
and political affairs
he had a clear bright

logical mind had studied law well and kept up
with his profession by constant reading when he was not engaged
I1 deemed him one of the best lawyers and
actively out of doors
consulted him more frequently than I1 did anyone else As a judge
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he was quick expeditious and industrious seemed to arrive at his
conclusions almost intuitively and his high sense of justice always enabled
him to decide equitably I1 never knew a judge who gave such universal
satisfaction 6

these are sketches soon after atchison indignantly wrote about
cormons to be expelled from missouri
the injustice of allowing the mormons
counties atchison and burnett
were born in 1807 doniphan in 1808
twere
burnettwere
Burnet
all were educated in the border states atchison and doniphan were
Kentuck ians and college graduates who had studied english and latin
kentuckians
classics before reading law atchison was the eldest of six children and
was named for the devoted presbyterian david rice ironically an early

spokesman for emancipation 7
a new attorney in liberty clay county
the young atchison was anew
cormons leave jackson the
when older settlers demanded that the mormons
county to the south before abandoning their homes in the independence
area mormon leaders countered by engaging four lawyers at liberty
two of whom were atchison and doniphan thoughjoseph
though joseph smith was
sarcastic about the size and circumstances of their fee they risked careers
and safety to defend an unpopular minority they jointly signed a fee
proposal at the end of 1835
1833
1855 expecting to lose the greatest part of
their local practice but indicating their willingness to disregard
intimidation as we have been threatened by the mob we wish to
show them we disregard their empty bravadoes 8
atchison soon realized that pressure tactics overruled law in
jackson county governor dunklin requested a court of inquiry and
in a supporting petition mormon attorney amos rees wrote an
examination of the criminal matter cannot be gone into without a guard
for the court and witnesses 9 governor dunklin then ordered out the
liberty blues under captain atchison but this state inquiry collapsed
the platoon of fifty men and their baggage wagon advanced with
mormon witnesses to independence but after overnigh
overnighting
ting the leaders
were informed by state and district attorneys that tension was too high
to proceed eyewitness william W phelps described the result
shortly after capt atchison informed me that he had just received an
order from the judge that his companys
comp anys service was no longer wanted
companas
in jackson county and we were marched out of town to the tune of
yankee
mankee doodle
doodie in quick time and soon returned to our camp ground
without the loss of any lives in fact much credit is due to captain
atchison for his gallantry and hospitality
thus ends all hopes of
11
redress even with a guard ordered by the governor for the protection
10
of the court and witnesses
esY
witness

cormons sent the zions camp
that same year the mormons

expedition
of about two hundred men from ohio under the impression that
governor dunklin would reinstate the jackson exiles and that these
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reinforcements would prevent attempts to eject them again but fearing
civil war the governor refused to back up mormon property rights
forcing the disbanding of
ofzions
zions camp when it reached clay county
david atchison appears in expedition journals as a successful intermediary
me diary when we got within five or six miles of liberty general
atchison and several other gentlemen met us desiring that we would
not go to liberty as the feelings of the people of that place was much
cormons left atchisons
two years later mormons
Atchi sons county
enraged againstus
against
atchisonn
againstUS
us12121wo
by agreement under pressure hostility peaked in 1836 and community
leaders called meetings to negotiate when local mormon leaders agreed
Atchi sons name appears as
to leave rather than cause confrontation atchisons
atchisonn
a liberty representative to supervise fair removal 13
mormon sources show atchisons
Atchi sons repeated position as arbitrator
atchisonn
smith family journals give one important occasion As the daviess
county crisis intensified joseph smiths brother don carlos and his
i
mission
cousin george A smith were given an emergency nu
assion
ssion to raise money
in the southeast for buying out missouri settlers making their way
through ray county they boarded a missouri river steamer it docked
at de witt in the midst of the siege of the mormon settlers there and
mormons when the riverboat embarked
the conversation centered on the cormons
again A number of militia officers were traveling on the boat including
generals lucas and wilson ofofjackson
jackson county the latter bragged about
mormons in 1833
his part in punishing cormons
1855 As don carlos smith bluntly
1853
labeled such conduct below the brutes wilson reached for his
pistol but cousin george A stood near ready to topple the general
into the river if he drew then atchison broke the tension with an
oath ill be god damned if smith aint right and wilson left
fallen 14 such words were morally and
crestfallen
the company rather crest
physically intimidating from a man described as six feet two inches
high and straight as an arrow florid complexion and would weigh
about 200 pounds 15 atchison who never experienced the socializing
influence of marriage was a mans man by western and southern
standards A political and religious critic saw him as large
commanding dictatorial and sometimes profane an uncompromising
pro slavery man and often boisterous but
plu perfect proslavery
democrat a pluperfect
always generous yet this rough exterior housed superior judgment
and native mind 16
atchisonn
atchisons
sons later life is not necessary here though
full detail on Atchi
an outline suggests the quality of his views on the mormon question
in the missouri legislature in 1834 he was elected again in 1838 and
that winter was outspoken on measures designed to improve the lot
mormons
Mor mons he was appointed to the bench of the twelfth
of migrating cormons
judicial circuit when it was created in 1841 but he served as judge
only two years before governor reynolds designated him to fill a
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united states senate an appointment widely approved
throughout missouri his senatorial career lasted a dozen years since
he was reelected for two terms his record was distinguished many
vacancy in the

times he was elected as president of the senate pro tempore atchison
was influential in measures to annex texas and oregon and stood rock
firm in the southern bloc in antebellum politics seeking to save the
union by insuring traditional sectional interests 177
the mature atchison was passionate about the right of extension
of slavery to the territories and his kansas manipulations tarnish his
national reputation though he is credible as a regional patriot before
ofreelection
5 5 he was
he failed of
reelection and ended his last senate term in 18
1835
1855
influential in establishing the self
seif determination provisions for nebraska
and kansas in the latter state an immigration contest raged to import
abolitionist or proslavery voters atchison threw himself into this cause
since kansas bordered the western missouri counties of his residence
he raised money organized settlers and was an influential officer in
paralegal
para legal militia to protect southern interests he could use extreme
griend
friend jefferson davis of possible
rhetoric on one occasion writing to his friendjefferson
civil war in kansas we intend to mormanise
Mormanise the abolitionists 18
yet to atchisons
Atchi sons credit he campaigned with verbal vigor but generally
atchisonn
stood for responsible actions within the law his careful biographer
insists that his record was exaggerated in the northern press where he
was a hated symbol of the slave power conspiracy william E parrish
continues
while his actions during this time have been condemned it must be
remembered that atchison was fighting
righting for a cause in which he strongly
believed and to him the cause justified many actions which he would
sons chief lieutenant on the kansas
atchisonn
atchisons
not ordinarily have condoned Atchi
E stringfellow later remarked that no matter how severe
border benjamin F
the senators plans were he always relented when the time came to put
them into execution 19

the civil war brought atchison

to another crisis of conviction
while missouri stayed in the union he chose the south from the
beginning becoming chief advisor in the confederate shadow
government of missouri and he was on the scene in several western
actions temporarily retiring to texas at the end of the war he expressed
affection for his personal servant and concern for his other slaves 20
Atchi sons last two decades were spent on his large farm in western
atchisonn
atchisons
missouri where he died at the age of seventy eight he indirectly
evaluated his political years in his journal entry concerning the 1874
visit ofie
fferson davis to missouri the homage paid him is to virtue
ofjefferson
ofiefferson
and great principles he is the representative of the lost cause and all
that it involved 21 one does not have to agree with his cultural outlook
to recognize that david atchison generously served his state and nation
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in public life answering a critic after atchison left the senate
stephen A douglas voiced the typical view of personal friends

he is impulsive and generous

carrying his good qualities sometimes to
an excess which induces him to say and do many things that would not
meet my approval but all who know him know him to be a gentleman
and an honest man true and loyal to the constitution of his country 22
MORMON EXPLUIONS BEFORE 1838

david atchison stood for law over violence when the mormon
troubles erupted for the final time in 1838 but the outcome was heavily
influenced by public opinion formed in the conflicts from 1833 to 1836
the expulsion of the latter day saints from the state did not happen
in a vacuum since it essentially repeated the earlier processes of exile
so a focus on 1838 obscures real causation the deeper question is what
mormons to leave
social dynamics caused organized demands for cormons
jackson clay and carroll counties before they had lifted a weapon
in resistance
mormons responded with force but did not
in 1833 and 1838 cormons
initiate it both times their armed resistance intensified the demand that
they leave but was not the origin of it an analogy illustrates both cases
A spectator happening onto a fight might conclude that both parties
were equally at fault because each is striking at the other but he cannot
legitimately make that judgment without knowing how the fight began
perhaps one party is resisting an attempted robbery by the other or
responding to an unprovoked attack A close look at only final hostilities
mormons were using force
in jackson or caldwell is misleading for cormons
against forcible dispossession
jackson county in 1833 is undisputed
the sequence of events in injackson
cormons in independence
in july citizen regulators threatened the mormons
with death unless they immediately agreed to leave the county
mormons accepted terms to buy time but also initiated appeals to state
cormons
officers and engaged lawyers but these countermeasures triggered more
violence in november mormon homes were terrorized to force an
immediate exodus some lives were lost when a mormon settlement
defended itself against marauders then all available mormon men
marched to independence hearing that some of their group were
imprisoned illegally when they came face to face with lawful militia
left jackson county
they surrendered their arms and with their families leftjackson
in disarray 23
it should be obvious that mormon resistance in this series of events
was essentially defensive and yet reverend pixley s version of the events
mormons as aggressors reciting the gunpoint
manages to portray the cormons
mormons agreed to move
demand in july pixley indicates that the cormons
away before another summer but after this peace was made they
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created a problem by insisting on staying even arming themselves
and threatened to kill if they should be molested this provoked
some of the more wild and ungovernable among us to improper acts
of violence such as breaking in upon the mormon houses tearing off
the covering etc then pixley reviews military preparations among
mormons
Mormons and gives his version of the first skirmish manufacturing
the cormons
a mormon revelation to arise and pursue and destroy their enemies
he may be reporting contemporary rumors but such a policy has
absolutely no basis in latter day saint sources pixley then interprets
the independence rescue mission as the application of his fictitious
revelation on aggression he expresses sympathy for the sufferings
cormons
Mor mons and especially the women and children in being
of the mormons
obliged to move off so suddenly at this season of the year but
he draws the conclusion that nothing else could be expected in
an organization where such principles are evolved and designs
manifested by blood and violence to build up the kingdom of
the redeemer 24 thus the victims are made responsible for their
victimization
the parallels are striking between this first expulsion and that of
1838 in both cases one can label mormon resistance as aggression and
argue that it caused the exile indeed that is what the state tried to
prove against the leaders in the richmond hearing in 1858
1838 the
1835 though the
1855
argument however was as spurious then as it was in 1833
events were more complex and involved mormon preemptive strikes
mormons
Mormons physical resistance was given
1855 and 1838
1835
1853
1858 the cormons
in both 1833
as the cause of their expulsion whereas the root cause was the
determination of missouri residents not to allow mormon influence 25
the real political motives were revealed during the jackson meetings
33
in july 18
1833
1835
1855
they the mormon settlers

now number some twelve hundred souls in
this county and each successive autumn and spring pours forth its swarms
among us
it requires no gift of prophecy to tell that the day is not
far distant when the government of the county will be in their hands
cormons
when the sheriff the justices and the county judges will be mormons
Mormons
or persons willing to court their favor from motives of interest or

ambition 26

upper missouri society could not tolerate the prospect of political
control by northerners who believed in present day revelation despite

similar fears non mormon society allowed a mormon majority to
develop in the township of kirtland ohio with only moderate violence
but monolithic southern communities rejected coexistence when
mormons
cormons approached effective political influence in county after county
mormons in jackson county in 18
3 3 made up
1835
1855
the twelve hundred cormons
about 50
30 percent of the population so violence erupted when the threat
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27 A tone of tolerance was
of a majority of mormon voters became real 27a
set in clay county by more educated and sensitive leaders but the
county had nearly twice the population of jackson and could better
assimilate a minority but two years later clay county citizens were
the jackson immigrants
just as worried about the possible domination by thejackson
cormons from eastern states the clay
plus the ongoing gathering of mormons
committee report is temperate in tone but nearly identical with the
jackson report on reasons for conflict mormon attorneys doniphan
and atchison were on the committee placed there partly for their
influence on the mormon settlers 28
28the
the clay leaders speculated on
why religious social and political differences existed but sought to
mormons elsewhere we
avoid civil conflict by resettlement of the cormons
earnestly urge them to seek some other abiding place where the
manners the habits and customs of the people will be more consonant
with their own As withjackson
with jackson residents they feared lest their county
should become the main gathering place of a major religious movement

their rapid emigration their large purchases and offers to purchase lands
the remarks of the ignorant and imprudent portion of them that this
country is destined by heaven to be theirs are received and looked upon
by a large portion of this community as strong and convincing proofs
that they intend to make this county their permanent home the center
and general rendezvous of their people 29

thus mormon

defensiveness had nothing to do with the original
demands to leave jackson county and did not figure in the negotiated
abandonment of clay county since the mormon leaders agreed to move
on before major violence broke out what is common to both instances
is the reality that a mormon majority would not be tolerated this is
confirmed by the neutral history ofjohn
ofjohn corrill a key mormon leader
in injackson
jackson and clay counties who became disaffected from the church
as he
in 1838 and soon thereafter penned a summary ofmormonism
of
mormonism
had known it with
witha a fair perception of both sides he summed up
the jackson problems in the same terms as the 1833 citizens ultimatum
thejackson
and saw also
they saw their county filling up with emigrants
that if let alone they would in a short time become a majority and
of course rule the county 30 after three years in the liberty area corrill
cormons had committed
for the mormons
saw no logic in having to move
no crime but realized that mormon growth was the main issue the
church also continued to gather in clay county till the appearance
cormons
Mor mons 31
was that they would sooner or later be overrun by the mormons
A blunt letter from clay county residents anderson and emelia
wilson to their relatives in north carolina gives the same explanation
as they argue the unfortunate necessity of expelling the religious
minority anderson describes his participation in the anti mormon
meetings and some vigilante work giving his rationalizations the letter
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includes a good deal of misinformation on latter day saint beliefs but
the bottom line is non mormon resistance to a mormon voting bloc
they have been flocking in here faster than
talk what they would do A letter from ohio

ever and making great
shows plainly that they
intend to emigrate here til they outnumber us then they would rule
you may depend all our officers are elected
the country at pleasure
by us the people and we might as well allow one man to give 100
cormons to vote at all
to go away was to
votes as to allow 100 mormons
just give up all for if emigration once begun none would buy our
cormons
land but mormons
Mor mons and they would have it at their own price so we
were resolved what to do we thought of petitioning the governor but
he was sworn we thought of fleeing there was no place to flee to we
thought of fighting this was cruel to fight a people who had not broke
the law and in this way we became excited
not that 1I boast of
ourselves but the spirit that possessed every breast plainly showed that
we defend these
they would either possess their country or the tomb
principles at all hazards although we are trampling on our law and
constitution but we cant help it in no way while we possessed the spirit
of 76 32

MORMON

settlement

OF CALDWELL COUNTY

Wil sons letter estimates five hundred men available countyvilsons
the wilsons

wide for the volunteer companies and adds a list of 4800 men
expected from seven adjoining counties in case of conflict by this
cormons is held in the mo 33 thus
you may see what abomination the mormons
an infrastructure had already developed by 1836 determined not to
mormons into an upper missouri county
allow any significant number of cormons
another case arose when public meetings in ray county adjoining
clay to the east denied permission for mormon resettlement there
but a solution came by agreeing that the expatriates could buy out
the sparse population of the prairie to the north john murdock joined
corrill in negotiating with ray committees and summarized their

meeting of 30 june 1836
rjohn corrill
elmerjohn
eider
elder john
according to previous agreement 1I in company with elderjohn
Elde
eide
met the ray county committee and laid our complaint before them and
desired of them that if we could not have a home with them that they
would grant us the privilege of settling on shoal creek in the territorial
part of the state and after calling a meeting of the county they granted
the latter but would not let us live with them 34

this consent was given with the strange rituals of a civilian treaty
reflected in the corrill murdock letter to the ray county group if
cormons
ray county requires the mormons
Mormons to leave it entirely we feel disposed
to do so on our part and urge and advise our brethren to do the same
the same document alludes to a disputed strip claimed by ray with
the proviso that until the matter was settled we will abstain from
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making any settlements in the above stated territory 35 thus the
mormon county was created not merely to give them a place to locate
but to exclude them from becoming a force in any settled area the
clay group had pledged their support to initiate action on it and
doniphan then in the legislature reviewed his role and the implied
contract in upper missouri
cormons remained in clay county until 1836
the mormons

when it was agreed
between them and the citizens of clay and ray counties that if they
cormons
Mor mons would buy out a few inhabitants then inhabiting what
the mormons
is now caldwell county then a part of ray county the balance of the
land being public they could enter it at their leisure and we would urge
1I was a member of the
the legislature to create a county for them
mormons
legislature and drew the bill organizing caldwell county for the cormons
exclusively
they continued to live prosperously and tranquilly until
whenjoseph
the summer of 1838 when
joseph smith came out from ohio and soon
after they commenced forming a settlement in daviess county which
under their agreement they had no right to do this occasioned difficulties
with the citizens of daviess county 36

the prophet had not

been a party to negotiations and did not
accept an unwritten limitation confining a world church into a twenty
mile square when written constitutions gave free right of purchase
doniphan s view of their agreement is explained in his 1837 letter
mormons that the northern area daviess county of
informing the cormons
his proposal had been subtracted because of the petitions of the people
of north grand river the statements of the citizens of ray the influence
of her members and the prejudices of noland boggs jeffery
mclelland etc doniphan expressed hope that bigotry would be
temporary
you are aware of the prejudice and ignorance that are to be found and
combatted everywhere in this country on this subject as well with the
legislature as with the common herd in time 1I hope you may add to
its limits when prejudices have subsided and reason and common sense
have again assumed the helm 37

cormons not assert their civil rights and if powers of
should mormons
ownership were not valid in missouri where else mormon expansion
outside of caldwell county coincided with joseph smiths arrival not
only because of his policies but because missionary work and the closure
of
ofkirtland
kirtland increased immigration in no known case did a latter day
saint occupy land without agreed consideration but every county
surrounding caldwell was predisposed to shut out heavy mormon
were
influx As doniphan observed such conceptions we
re not reasonable
he later insisted that while in clay county the latter day saints were
peaceable sober industrious and law abiding people and
not one
notone
botone
was ever accused of a crime of any kind 38 but the arrival of faithful
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salms in 1838 fed the fears of non mormon society ringing their
saints
ohio saims

settlements given the mormon determination not to forfeit citizenship and the determination in surrounding counties not to allow
substantial intrusion an irreconcilable conflict had already been framed
before any mormon acts of self defense in that year
3 8 joseph smith arrived in far west enthusiastic about
early in 18
1838
1858
mormon self government and soon dictated a statement condemning
mobs and vexatious law suits but praising the constitution of our
good and wholesome laws 39
peace and good order
country
sidney rigdon expressed the same views in his oration of 4 july 1838
a talk believed by many then and now to have sparked the mormon
expulsion but his abrasive words are less significant in the light of the
preexisting determination by missouri residents not to allow significant
mormon occupation beyond caldwell county nearly all of Rig
dons
rigdons
talk surveyed gods blessings to the latter day saints and their covenants
with him only the final paragraphs of the printed version speak of
rights and defending them in the context of the mob that comes
on us to disturb us only then it shall be between us and them a
war of extermination but rigdon immediately added we will never
be the aggressors we will infringe on the rights of no people but shall
stand for our own until death we claim our own rights and are willing
that all others shall enjoy theirs 40
the purpose of this declaration was to proclaim our liberty after
the persecutions which we have had to endure for the last nine years
or nearly that though it is sometimes claimed that rigdon declared
freedom from court process he actually threatened physical resistance
to vexatious law suits a theme also in the above joseph smith
statement on mormon constitutionalism to make rigdon the scapegoat
of the missouri expulsion is to miss the underlying problem that he
and joseph smith addressed if the law would not protect their
minority from expulsion they served notice that they would protect
themselves whether such an announcement tended to promote or
retard violence may be debated it is the same question of whether
pacificism or military preparation brings peace but Rig
rigdons
dons talk must
be placed in the setting of the expressed convictions of other residents
of upper missouri that mormon settlement could not expand thus
Rig
dons speech was a defensive ultimatum
rigdons
mormons in 1838 are not well
public discourses of principal cormons
reported but rigdons
Rig dons comments generally exceed those of others in
radical language raising a question of whether he was emotionally fit
for leadership even then since joseph smith sharply cut back his role
afterward yet his extremism appears only in the closing language in
oquly
ofjuly oration not the fundamental message he indulged
the fourth okuly
in some ill advised phrases it was never church policy to retaliate until
1I
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one party or the other shall be utterly destroyed 41 in fact when
cormons were attacked joseph smiths
daviess and carroll county mormons
defensive policies were clearly to save life and avoid physical harm
cormons
Rig dons oration was a serious warning that mormons
nevertheless rigdons
would resist if told to leave another county joseph smith stood
behind the principle or the speech would not have been circulated
afterward as a pamphlet he consistently expressed the goal of claiming
rights purchased by the blood of the revolutionary generation just
before him he was an american prophet seeking to establish a
constitutional commonwealth in frontier conditions his public
and private words in missouri do not advise replacing or resisting
the state but counsel armed defense if the state would not enforce
its laws

eawy
EARLY
bardy DAVIESS
barly
EAKY

conni

COUNTY CONFLICT
Cr
CONRI

although mormon sources indicate there had been earlier threats
the gallatin election in august 1838 was the visible event of beginning
violence gallatin was the county seat of thinly settled daviess county
the northern area doniphan had been unable to add to the mormon
county nevertheless lyman wight had settled the adam ondi ahman
area which was then developed as a townsite after the arrival of
joseph smith the chief newspaper at liberty clay county argued
Rig dons
that both sides were aggressors in the voting scrape because rigdons
july speech showed a disposition to prevent the force of law but
that was a theoretical issue
as the editor makes clear

the main

issue was mormon expansion

cormons left this county they agreed to settle
it is true that when the mormons
in and confine themselves to a district of country which has since
been formed into the county of caldwell but they have violated that
agreement and are spreading over daviess clinton livingston and
carroll such a number had settled in daviess that the old inhabitants
were apprehensive that they would be governed soon by the revelations
of the great prophet joe smith and hence their anxiety to rid themselves
of such an incubus 42

while blaming lyman wight for fiery language in defending the
mormon daviess settlements john corrill agrees that control was the
key point with the prior settlers who watched the heavy 1838 migration

mormons would soon overrun daviess and rule
and realized that the cormons
the county 43 ironically this area would have been mormon controlled
had the legislature adopted doniphans
doniphant first proposal this raises the
obvious question of whether missouri saints ever really accepted the
single county concept none seemed to be inhibited from moving to
surrounding areas in small numbers while missouri sources refer to
mormons would confine themselves to
an understanding that cormons
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caldwell county it was nowhere clearly defined because such a
restriction on free movement was illegal it was probably not intended
cormons probably expected this
to be discussed publicly missouri mormons
political accord to vanish as their industry and usefulness became
better known and the many new immigrants and converts were
doubtless unaware that their civil rights were supposed to be limited
mormons were as unwilling as
because of their religion clearly most cormons
their leaders to accept a lesser citizenship
thus both sides acted from their prior convictions in the election
mormons seeking to
brawl of 6 august some daviess settlers cursed cormons
vote at gallatin and swore they would not when fighting erupted
cormons picked up clubs and defended themselves
a dozen determined mormons
before retreating safely in a body first reports indicated casualties and
unburied bodies which brought a posse from caldwell county to join
mormons
with wights daviess group of cormons
Mor mons on finding no such crisis
the leaders nevertheless sought assurances of equal treatment under
law from some local officials including adam black who was known
for his anti mormon sentiments 44 under protest black signed a
statement of his constitutional intent later testifying that sampson
avard showed a savage disposition but thatjoseph
that joseph smith answered
no when asked if he possessed such a heart or justified awards
avards
attitude 45
black next filed a misdemeanor action against his visitors charging
intimidation at first joseph smith and lyman wight were wary of
a hostile court but finally attended a preliminary hearing and posted
bail this hearing took place one month after the election riot
mormons were already
but by this time volunteers to drive out the cormons
organizing on the day the prophet posted bail the following letter
was written indicating that daviess citizens had declared war the day
after the voting riot
I I

1 1

we have just conversed with general wilson of howard county who
states that on last saturday he saw a letter dated on the 7th
ath instant from
a committee of gentlemen in daviess county to the people of howard
county calling on them to raise a force and come to their assistance and
aid them in expelling the mormons
cormons from the county that the citizens
of daviess had removed their families and were making preparations for
cormons were in a state of open rebellion
warlike operation that the mormons
against the laws and war between them and the citizens was inevitable
i
deterry
that the people of daviess had come to the fixed deterrm
determination
nation of
41
commencing the attack on saturday last 46

this september information establishes operative plans for
expulsion well in advance of any mormon military operations their
armed countermeasures were confined to the last two weeks of october
cormons had gone out five
whereas the call for volunteers against the mormons
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thus committees of safety organized two years before

at the height of the clay county expulsion were revitalized at this
time 47
the key mormon chronicle lays the background for the first of
Atchi
atchisonn
sons 1838 letters joseph smith generally assigned secretaries to
atchisons
record his activities and official documents in 1838 george W robinson
kept this history calling it the scriptory book though not a daily
diary its narrative continues to 11 september when atchison s letters
begin the scriptory book contains few comments by the prophet but
tends to reflect presidency views along with many first person notes
by robinson in the first relevant entry robinson mentions the existence
of a company ofdanites
of
Da nites gives their specific purpose to cleanse
danites
canites
the church and adds a comment on the damage the unfaithful have
caused kirtland has been broken up by those who have professed
the name of latter day saints 48 this late july observation suggests
mormons tension with outsiders is first
no organization against non cormons
mentioned when the election brawl is reported with the ride of the
mormon group to tojustice
justice blacks two days afterward this contemporary
record gives the purpose of the visit to black they inquired whether
he would administer the laws of our country or not in justice for
people 49 the scriptory book next records some visits by committees
mormons and indicates the uniform answer given to them that
of non cormons
latter day saints were sworn to cooperate with laws and courts and
expected evenness of justice for all parties
robinson reported how atchison became re involved with the
mormons because of their need to settle the dilemma arising from the
cormons
august confrontations ififjoseph
joseph smith did not go to daviess county
to answer the charge of intimidatingjustice black he faced the danger
that regulators would lynch him and drive his people out of daviess
county yet by going he would risk assassination no doubt followed
cormons
by expulsion of the mormons
Mormons A questionable letter purportedly written
at this time by atchison seems intended to fit into these events the
letter dated 1 september reports that judge black has graciously
received me and has earnestly conversed with me his feelings concerning
teil
tell
teli joseph
ljoseph smith
you and the latter day saints the writer goes on to telljoseph
tel
tei
that he will come personally in two or three days 50 however
Atchi
atchisonn
tils odd letter is dated nor
atchisons
sons help was first sought the day after this
would he have written a letter about coming because he immediately
returned with the messenger that summoned him in view of these
inconsistencies it is important to trace the sequence of events during
this period
according to the scriptory book joseph smith negotiated with
daviess authorities to answer the black charge but by the end of august
anti mormon volunteers were collecting from eleven counties to
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help arrest the prophet this looks a little toomuch
too much like mobocracy
it foretells some evil intentions the whole upper missouri is all in an
uproar and confusion 51 philo dibble elected as lieutenant colonel
Atchi sons
atchisonn
in the caldwell county militia advised the prophet to get atchisons
help and a man was selected with the best horse to be found to
52robinsons contemporary record
go to liberty for general atchison 52 robinsons
is dated 2 september
this evening we sent for general atchison of liberty clay county who
is the major general of this division we sent for him to come and counsel
with us and to see if he could not put a stop to this collection of people

and to put a stop to hostilities in daviess county we also sent a letter
to judge king containing a petition for him to assist in putting down
and scattering the mob which are collecting at daviess 53

the scriptory

sons arrival the next evening and on
atchisonn
book notes Atchi
atchisons

4 september adds
general atchison he says he will
do all in his power to disperse the mob etc we employed him and
doniphan his partner as our lawyer and counselor in law they are
considered the first lawyers in the upper missouri 54

this day

was spent in council with

atchison immediately scheduled the prophets appearance for
7 september in a special circuit court sitting in daviess county near
the caldwell county line in case the mormon leaders needed a rescue
party dibble then military commander at far west said that the
liberty lawyer insisted on no bodyguards
joseph at first hesitated about agreeing to this but atchison reassured
him by saying my life for yours when they arrived at the place of
seeingjoseph
joseph
trial quite a number of the mob had gathered and on seeing
commenced to curse and swear atchison however checked them by
saying hold on boys if you fire the first gun there will not be one
of you left 55

judge king found probable cause against george W robinson
lyman wight and joseph smith but took bail and released the
mormon leaders while attending court atchison consulted with king
who was empowered by article 5 of the state constitution as conservator
of the peace within his circuit atchison returned home to activate
two hundred men in clay county and another two hundred in ray
explaining in an initial report to the governor that citizens of mormon
caldwell and non mormon daviess counties had requested the action
which was ordered by the advice of the judge of this circuit atchison
as major general in charge of the third division of the militia was
the military counterpart to judge king in the western counties north
of the missouri river he had some discretionary powers also and
used statutory language of putting down an insurrection in his
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september letter to governor boggs indicating that his troops would
assist the judicial process but also control volunteers
12

ofdaviess county
citizens of other counties are flocking in to the citizens of
daviess
cormons in those
cormons are flocking to the assistance of the mormons
and the mormons
counties
and it is very much feared that if a blow is once struck there
will be a general conflict the termination of which god only knows 56

warren foote who had recently come to far west wrote that the
caldwell county militia was released from reserve duty right after
joseph smiths trial adding on 12 september that general atchison
was expected to return with clay and ray county militia to disperse
the mob in daviess county 57 57foote
foote then says that general atchison
arrived with only an aide leaving his clay county soldiers outside of
far west because of their fear of mormon strength but this general
was apparently doniphan who preceded atchison north and wrote
that he arrived at far west with his aide late on 12 september and
cormons
Mormons who returned the rifle
received prompt cooperation from the mormons
stands they had intercepted and the three men captured with them 58
foote observed mutual respect between the visitor and the prophet
he had a friendly chat with joseph smith and the leading men and
59
cormons
Mormons
appeared to be very friendly to the mormons
atchison marched a ray county contingent north to gallatin
where he joined doniphans
doniphant group and ordered the armed men
from adjoining counties to repair to their homes there were 250 of
these volunteers which is a sobering foretaste of potential numbers
when daviess settlers would send more urgent calls later this
17 september letter also shows that empty houses are no evidence of
mormon military operations for the general noted the whole county
appeared to be deserted except for a few with nerve to stay the daviess
settlers had left their farms and removed their families either to
the adjoining counties or collected them together at a place called the
camp ground 60 this removal was clearly voluntary for atchison was
blunt about mormon intimidation later mormon journals also speak
of leaving the farms and moving to the larger centers out of fear those
involved in the election riot did so a month before this time
doniphans
doniphant report to atchison also named his aide benjamin
holliday who came to utah for business a dozen years later and was
cormons in these first
given an introduction recounting his fairness to mormons
militia actions of 1838 in this note doniphan stressed that the
mormons
cormons were under attack saying that the goal of this first daviess
expedition was to prevent an engagement between a self constituted
collection or army of citizens from various counties then in daviess
and the residents of adam ondi
ondl ahman who had embodied under
general lyman wight for self defence 61
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in his letter of 17 september atchison is sarcastic about the
intentions of the upper missouri regulators since they had assembled
under the pretext of defending the citizens of daviess county
cormons
Mor mons his viewpoint agrees with doniphans
against the mormons
doniphant summary
cormons were not aggressors in addition to beginning to
above the mormons
disperse unauthorized non mormon forces atchison insisted on mormon
compliance with legal processes all charged with a violation of the
laws will be in today for trial 62 this refers to other defendants accused
menacing justice black althoughjoseph
of menacingjustice
although joseph smith and two associates
had preliminary hearings on the charge ten days before other members

of the party did not answer in daviess county until doniphan and
atchison brought protecting militia george A smith pictures the
18 september hearing
not read his writ and a
posse of 40 men and taken before a court of three magistrates the
Atchi
atchisonn
sons camp at netherton springs
court was held near general atchisons
about 300 of the mob were present besides the 200 militia
adam black esquire testified against us as being the only witness
we were detained two days and subjected to many insults for it
seemed to be the studied design of both mob and militia to annoy
us with threats
had it not been for the stern vigilance of generals
atchison and doniphan probably none of us would have left the
we were bound over in one thousand dollar bonds
grounds alive
many times during our detention
on a charge of misdemeanor
infuriated men came up to us and holding their knives in their hands
with their thumbs upon the blade said damn you 1I am going to
put that into you so far others presenting their pistols said this is
loaded on purpose to kill a damned mormon notwithstanding the
continued remonstrances of general atchison these threats were repeated
over and over again 63
I1 was arrested by a constable who could

atchison next wrote the governor on 20 september following with
short confirmations of 23 and 27 september indicating that the daviess
cormons cooperating with the
county situation had stabilized with mormons
extra county regulators withdrawing atchison and his
courts and extracounty
commanders felt that a token police force was enough though one
ofaggression could bring uncontrolled violence As their legal
act of aggression
counsellor atchison knew latter day saint policies he reported their
defensive posture but predicted it would certainly change if an
mormons in daviess county for the purpose
attack is made upon the cormons
of driving them from that county fur
for they possessed an unalterable
determination not to be driven 64 Atchi
atchisonn
sons 27 september letter
atchisons
forwarded the report of general parks the officer left with the
peacekeeping force this ray county general indicated his surprise at
cormons
misinformation on the mormons
Mor
mons there has been so much prejudice
and exaggeration concerned in this matter that 1I found things on my
arrival here totally different from what I1 was prepared to expect in
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cormons have shown no
his military assignment parks insisted that mormons
disposition to resist the laws or of hostile intentions 65 in sending
that report atchison emphasized the point warning the governor not
to act upon only one side of the story
and in

fact from affidavits 1I have no doubt your excellency has been
deceived by the exaggerated statements of designing or half crazy men
1I have found there is no cause of alarm on account of the mormons
cormons
Mormons they
are not to be feared they are very much alarmed 66

thus october opened with a two month record of latter day saint
restraint under pressure they had answered to authorities for the
only offenses charged intimidating justice black into signing his
agreement not to use mob tactics and intercepting the shipment of
ray county arms the peace was uneasy but genuine since neither
dis
atchison nor field commander parks reported dispossessions
or
possessions
destructions after dismissing most troops atchison returned to his
liberty home where he wrote his final september letters to the
governor before traveling to a new assignment at a mid
midstate
misstate
state military
board there had been a peaceful close to the insurrection of
unauthorized armed groups entering daviess county but the officers
did not call this war 67 yet there was an uneasy tone in atchisons
Atchi sons
atchisonn
opinions after phase one of the daviess operations echoed in the
letters that his brigadier general forwarded on 25 september general
parks outlined conditions in daviess county in one letter to governor
boggs and another to the major general mormon and settlers
representatives were to meet the next day to explore buying or selling
out the citizens were still unwilling to coexist parks reported that
the men of this county were threatening that if negotiations failed
cormons with powder and lead from
their intention is to drive the mormons
this county 68
I1

CARROLL COUNTY CONFLICT

just as confrontation eased in the daviess area private forces began
hostilities in carroll county just east of ray where a mormon settlement had formed on the missouri river at de witt though de witt
cormons was the
was sixty miles from gallatin the goal of the anti mormons
cormons from voting 69 69john
same to prevent mormons
john murdock remembered
the june settlement and the warning to be gone on the day of the
august election
george M hinkle and myself being sent by the high council by the
direction of brother joseph the prophet bought the undivided half of
the town plot of de witt carroll county missouri for five hundred
and we with our families proceeded forthwith to settle
dollars
came and ordered us to leave
about the last of july a committee
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the county by the 7th
ath of august and on the 20th a mob of more than
a hundred men came and ordered us off but finally gave us ten days
and threatened if we were not away in that time they would exterminate
us without regard to age or sex and throw our property into the river 70

the

date of murdocks final warning is 20 september since he
and nearly fifty other mormon men petitioned governor boggs for
emergency help two days afterward describing the same facts that he
organized resistance to mormon expansion
recorded in his journal 71 710rganized
was simultaneous in two counties but the daviess election riot and
its aftermath first attracted manpower from the surrounding committees
of safety Atchi
atchisonn
sons daviess settlement permitted the return of over
atchisons
one hundred paralegals
paralegals to de witt ironically general atchison
stopped there on the day fixed by the ultimatum since the prophets
brother and cousin were on the same riverboat and noted his verbal
mormons and also his purpose in traveling to attend the
support of cormons
midstate
misstate
mid state court martial 72 since the emergency petition from the
mormons was sent a week before that the governors action
de witt cormons
in removing the strongest leader of the mormon crisis is highly
questionable this relatively trivial assignment crippled the moral
power of lower officers straining to maintain civil peace
on 7 october general parks wrote atchison that needed units
did not obey his order to report that he would be forced to wait for
doniphans
doniphant clay county reinforcements before being effective and
that hinkle had dug in to defend the town with nearly four hundred
mormons
cormons
Mor mons while the besieging force of three hundred had a cannon
mormons say they will die before they
and was swelling rapidly the cormons
will be driven out etc As yet they have acted on the defensive as far
mormons will have no rest
as 1I can learn it is my settled opinion the cormons
until they leave 73
atchison fulfilled his duty at Bo onville while the mormon situation
totally deteriorated he continued to report to the governor evidently
on the basis of messages by courier from de witt fifty miles away
his first letter from Bo onville reported that the citizen army was
mormons from that
assembling for the purpose of driving the cormons
county 74 this was verified by observers sent from surrounding
mormons
counties one reported that old citizens had decided the cormons
must leave and were using language of waging a war of extermination
or to remove them from the said county 75 an arbitrator reported
mormons
that the carroll saints rejected first offers to sell out the cormons
replied that ever since they had been a people they had been driven
from place to place and they had determined that they should be driven
no more 76 while there was some hope for government intervention
a grim waiting game dragged on chariton county observers found
mormons in the act of defense begging for peace and wishing for
cormons
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the civil authorities to repair there as early as possible to settle the
difficulties between the parties 77
this de witt experience was the crossroads finally proving to
mormons that state institutions would not be effective atchison had
cormons
earlier restored civil order in daviess county because as he said the
cormons that
vigorous presence of legal militia has convinced the mormons
the law will be enforced and other citizens that it can be enforced
and is ample to redress all grievances 78 now the opposite process
worked in carroll county while atchison obeyed his order to be absent
general parkss
markss units dissolved in disloyalty on 13 october an
antagonistic subordinate complained to the governor that parks had
mormons the general obviously
left the field without dispersing the cormons
retired because extra
extracounty
county forces snowballed faster than he could
maintain lawful forces 79
the call had already gone out for anti mormon volunteers and
potential manpower was immense rifle patrols skirmished as paralegals
paralegals
moved cautiously against mormon defenses then they sent a frantic
call for help to adjoining counties
and we think this one of the cases of emergency in

which the people
we will
ought to take the execution of justice in their own hands
assistance in expelling the fanatics who are mostly aliens
anticipate
by birth and aliens in principle from the cou
county
nty 80

cormons
social forces were at work to expel the mormons
without the governor lifting his pen just before this call for an unofficial
army general lucas of jackson county had passed through de witt
on the same steamboat with atchison and sent his opinions to the
governor lucas had talked to the mormon commander hinkle and was
convinced he would fight if attacked which rumor said had happened
but one death in the non mormon forces would bring four or five
thousand volunteers with the result that those base and degraded
beings will be exterminated from the face of the earth 81

thus political and

far west sent help to the besieged outpost which only inflamed
the situation joseph smith arrived with a relief force 82 this was the
beginning of october and the prophet asked a non mormon to travel
east for a last appeal to governor boggs
several gentlemen of standing and respectability who lived in the
offered their services to go and present the case
immediate vicinity
to the governor themselves A messenger was accordingly dispatched to
his excellency who made known to him our situation but instead of
we were told that the quarrel was between
receiving any aid whatever
mormons and the mob and that we might fight it out 83
the cormons

according to the prophet and others there this response obliterated
hope of assistance so a peaceful withdrawal was negotiated 84
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governor boggs later told john corrill that he did not send a
cormons were on their own but that is a technicality 85
message that the mormons
the governor told the legislature that he received information of
the crisis at de witt but took no order on the subject because
atchison and his lieutenants had ample force to preserve the peace 86
this is just what the non mormon courier denied failure to act was
a clear message to a people weighing whether to fight for survival
john taylor who shouldered his gun at the siege was not concerned
with particular words after we had defended the place ten days we
obtained the heartless intelligence that his excellency could do nothing
for us 87 although atchison told the governor on 9 october that he
advised the carroll county saints to sell out and remove elsewhere
he was incensed when he heard the circumstances 88 on 16 october
boonville
onville and essentially accused governor boggs of
blonville
he wrote from Bo
ratifying the mob program
As the de witt crisis intensified general parks had asked atchison
to request the governors immediate presence to dispel the illegal
militia you know a word from his excellency would have more
power to quell this affair than a regiment 89 so atchison wrote
his thinly veiled rebuke of governor boggs that was historically
ians to place law
missourians
justified the governor made no appeal to Missour
above prejudice without a strong official stand private policy would
mormons out of all counties atchison insisted that the
force the cormons
governor had one last chance to be effective nothing in my opinion
but the strongest measures within the power of the executive will put
down this spirit of mobocracy A personal visit to the area was
Atchi sons
best but at least a strong proclamation was required atchisons
atchisonn
alternative was prophetic
118

parks reports that a portion of the men from carroll county with
one piece of artillery are on their march for daviess county where
it is thought the same lawless game is to be played over and the
mormons
cormons to be driven from that county and probably from caldwell

county 90

atchison obviously felt used his considerable efforts produced
only a show of doing something but inaction at the point of expulsion
proved that the governor had no commitment to minority rights
Atchi
atchisonn
sons 16 october letter really accused governor boggs of passive
atchisons
acceptance of the private programs of the last two months to drive
cormons back to their single county a movement ruinous to the
the mormons
public and disgraceful to the state the blunt general requested a
clear executive stand or an order to discharge the troops seeking to restore
order then all pretense would be removed 1 I would again respectfully
suggest strong measures to put down this spirit of mob and misrule
or permit them to fight it out 91
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Atchi
atchisons
knowing major general atchisonn
sons view shared by his brigadiers
parks and doniphan one can understand the mormon reaction at this
point their leaders reported that the militia generals told them to
cormons
raise their own troops in self defense with lives at stake mormons
did not always define whether this advice was given as private counsel or
as official orders the total breakdown of militia protection put the rule
of survival into play one which had been thought out beforehand as
a contingency As secretary to the first presidency george W robinson
mormons were carefully avoiding attempts at provoking
noted that cormons
us to anger 92 and he undoubtedly reflected church policy in
explaining the limits of pacifism
we have suffered our rights and our liberties to be taken from us we have
not avenged ourselves of those wrongs we have appealed to magistrates
to sheriff to judges to governors and to the president of the united states
we will not act on the offensive but always on the
all in vain
defensive our rights and our liberties shall not be taken from us and
we peaceably submit to it as we have done heretofore but we will avenge
ourselves of our enemies inasmuch as they will not let us alone 93

robinsons contemporary comments are important because hostile
remarks have been attributed to joseph smith and sidney rigdon in
charged situations robinsons words were his own but this corporate
policy was formed in calm moments by the presidency the above
atchisonn
entry was written in early september just before Atchi
sons forces
atchisons
arrived in daviess county robinson s entries phase out as september
troubles escalated but he repeatedly recorded mormon restraint they
try all in their power to make us commit the first act of violence 94
although he used the words avenge ourselves the context was totally
defensive robinson felt the record from jackson clay and carroll
counties spoke for itself proving that we have no designs against any
man or set of men that we injure no man 95 individuals including
leaders made angry statements under stress but
joseph smith never
butjoseph
justified using weapons except in self defense there is a remarkable
consistency on this point in official documents in missouri and afterward As the threat of violence returned in illinois the prophet reflected
back on the missouri experience and reiterated
of the instruments of setting up the kingdom of
daniel by the word of the lord
it will not be by sword or gun that
this kingdom will roll on
it may be that the saints will have to beat
their plows into swords it will not do for men to sit down and see their
women and children destroyed patiently 96
I calculate to be one
1

GUERRILLA
GUEMLLA TACTICS IN DAVIESS COUNTY

the

1838 expulsion went down in regional histories as the mormon

war which deceptively suggests that both sides were fighting for some
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briod
eriod of time but there was no mormon attack until mid october
pperiod
and latter day saints surrendered their weapons two weeks later the
main mormon operations took place in daviess county during a single
week with no goal whatsoever of bloodshed or personal harm there
is no known casualty until militia units moved into caldwell county
at the end of october if the term must be used here is a war of days
of limited violence and with the clear mormon goal of resisting ejection
by vigilantes

dozens of wagons rolled into far west with the de witt refugees
in mid october 97 this was the point of realization that state protection
was a sham nothing could be seriously construed as a mormon
attack before that regulators from surrounding counties came
to help daviess county settlers force out the saints in early september
but there were no mormon counterstrikes
counter strikes retaliation was first
used in late october when the news of mormon raids reached
ray county letters show that these actions were unprecedented
austin king was circuit judge with the responsibility of keeping
the peace within his upper missouri district so he had consulted with
atchison from the time of the voting scrape in mid august he wrote
cormons were
in the last week of october until lately 1I thought the mormons
disposed to act only on the defensive but their recent conduct shows
that they are the aggressors and that they intend to take the law
into their own hands 98 such a statement from an informed source
confirms the absence of mormon offensive action during the ten weeks
after the election brawl so taking the law into their own hands
only occurred after the militia failed to prevent banishment from
carroll county As far as conflict with outsiders was concerned the
richmond hearing in november focused on events in the last two weeks
of october the last 15 percent of the total period of hostility and
cormons cooperated with
ignored the 83
85 percent of the period when mormons
a fading legal system
the first presidency modified its policy after two months of
calculated nonviolence because civil protection disappeared when the
cormons from carroll county the church
vigilance forces drove the mormons
had to face the serious threat that daviess then caldwell would follow
cormons
Mor
after passively supporting the eviction of the de witt mormons
mons
captain samuel bogart warned the governor that private forces would
next block resettlement in daviess county which was really just a phase
of the program of expelling all saints there
cormons are moving west it is supposed they intend pushing the
the mormons
citizens out of daviess that county is in a state of great agitation
the
daviess and livingston county people and many others are on their way
to daviess county with one field piece with the determination to prevent
their settling in that county at all hazards 99
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the day after this letter was written

warren foote was in far west
when the report arrived that four hundred to five hundred armed anti
loo and ebenezer robinson
mormons
cormons had collected in daviess county 100
remembered that private soldiers were gathering there again with
mormons from the county 101
avowed determination of driving the cormons
robinson adds that this sparked desires to retaliate in kind which raises
the specter of secret danites
canites bent on destruction in reality what started
as an elite group of defenders of the faith was by now assimilated into
the open organization which now conscripted every able bodied man
R rockwood arrived from massachusetts
for community defense albert P
in september at the end of the first phase of daviess troubles and
he knew no organization except that which openly drilled as the armies
of israel not secretive they are seen from my door every day in
late october drills and the companies are called dan showing
that the former name was now synonymous with the broader public
group 102 many mormon records show serious reservations about founder
groupj02many
sampson avard and his sworn special force and he explained his
dismissal before open conflict in mid october I once had a command
103 this probably
103this
as an officer butjoseph
fromet
but joseph smith removed me from
it 105
fromit
indicates disapproval of avards
awards radicalism and also shows the october
integration of old and new immigrants into a single mormon force with
consolidated command
joseph smiths missouri words are often filtered through interpreters trying to portray him as a conqueror instead of the defender of
constitutional rights that he always claimed to be A rare contemporary
entry reports the thrust of his far west speech asking for reinforcements
to protect the daviess saints during their mid october crisis
1

he

said that those who would not turn out to help suppress the mob
should have their property taken to support those who would he was
very plain and pointed in his remarks and expressed a determination to
cormons
he said that the mormons
put down the mob or die in the attempt
would have to protect themselves as they c9uld
could not put any dependence
cauld
mobocrats 104
in the militia of the state for they were mostly mobocraw04

Atchi sons
atchisonn
what the prophet said about the militia agrees with atchisons

markss 21 october report after visiting daviess
october letter and parkss
county both parks and doniphan had marched to quiet the area once
more but dismissed their troops because they were about to mutiny
cormons
Mormons subsequent actions in daviess county are
and attack the mormons
lightly treated in latter day saint documents but not covered up
joseph smith accurately summarized the next mormon move in a
sentence accordingly a force was immediately raised for the purpose
of quelling the mob and in a short time were on their march with
a determination to drive the mob or die in the attempt as they could
bear such treatment no longer 105 about three hundred men left
16
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far west for adam ondi ahman on tuesday 16 october and one week
later albert rockwood watched the return of those mounted about
half that number with those on foot probably following soon afterlog
wardog
ward 106
of course such a relief expedition increased hatred and hostility
cormons could not live or travel
but that was already so severe that mormons
safely in daviess countyj07a
county 107 A week before these reinforcements were
sent john D lee and three others went out into the upper daviess
country to gather honey and were accosted by a large number of
armed men but he pretended to be an illinois immigrant who knew
nothing of local affairs the men called themselves state volunteers
and informed lee of the election fracas and the common understanding
mormons must leave before they rule the country as they please
that cormons
they then explained the coming program to go through the mormon
settlements and burn up every house and lynch every damned mormon
they could find insisting that such work would start as soon as the
place 108
expected removal of militia units took placej08
on 16 october the caldwell reinforcements traveled some twentyfive miles from far west to adam ondi ahman and contingents were
formed to search and destroy weapons to gather isolated families and
to forage for survival supplies from a tactical viewpoint gallatin and
Mill
millpost
millport
port were both about eight miles to the south of adam ondi ahman
mormons
Mor mons for
and were nearby centers that supported raids on the cormons
instance lorenzo dow youngs
bungs farm was eight miles from gallatin
bangs
and in early september a group warned him that he must leave or
renounce his religion five days later a horseman rode up to youngs
place and tensely explained I have rode from gallatin to inform you
that in two or three hours there will be a company of forty men here
who assert that if they find you here they will fasten you and your
moung
family in your house and burn it down young
ung loaded his wife four
children and a few belongings into a wagon and immediately left for
109 this incident shows the motive of preemptive strikes at
west log
far westj09
the two non mormon centers in the region john corrill a reluctant
member of the mormon forces in daviess county said that the
understood goal was not only to scatter the mob but also to destroy
Mill
those places that harbored them that gallatin and millport
millpost
port were of
they meant to confine themselves to the mob
that number that
plunderings
ings 110 gallatin was and is the county seat
plunder
characters in their blunderings
Mill
millpost
and millport
port was nearby across the grand river both were still small
settlements in a new county john D lee said that gallatin had about
ten houses three of which were saloons but there was also a store
lil
lii millpost
Mill port was even smaller but chapman duncan
shop 111
millport
and tailor shopill
infiltrated the camp there and learned from the guards that three
12 mormon
slege 112
hundred irregulars had come from the carroll county siege
rangers from adam ondi ahman burned buildings in both places
1
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cormons gathered in daviess county and
five hundred mormons
their aggressive operations evidently caused the paralegals
paralegals to retire but
the countryside could not be guarded so mormon squads evacuated
those who had not already gathered to adam ondi ahman or to the

about

southern area around far west emergency conditions suspended the
writing of church records and many journals so datable details are
hard to find joseph smith mentions with feeling how a number whose
houses were burned down came to adam ondi ahman in addition
to others vulnerable because of remote locations 113 these late daviess
county conditions fit nathan tanners recollection of his rescue
assignment
then the mob gathered and burned

houses and drove the saints
out in the night from one place to another 1I have picked up women
and children that were skulking in the night in the brush to save
their lives or keep out of the hands of the mob we were obliged
to go and fetch in the families that were scattered or in the out
settlements and guard those we could not fetch until they could be

brought out14
out 114

in the later excitement after the crooked river battle exaggerated
reports flew through upper missouri for a few days there were
widespread fears of a mormon invasion of surrounding counties
during this time atchison and doniphan jointly wrote the
mormons
cormons have robbed and burned every house in daviess but one
or two 115 but neither general had been in daviess county after
the mormon counteractions
counter actions john corrill reported rumors of cabins
cormons
Mor mons some say eighty and some say one hundred
burned by mormons
and fifty 116 if Cor
rills highest figure were true that would be
corralls
corrills
atchisonn
sons 20 september letter
atchisons
30 percent of the dwellings since Atchi
to the governor enumerates about five hundred households there
are about two hundred and fifty mormon families in daviess county
nearly one half of the population but aside from the two dozen
millport
millpost
structures burned in the gallatin Mill
port area no one can give
an accurate figure reed pecks friend saw thirty blackened remains
in a day s ride through the county but merely counting charred
chimneys would not distinguish between settlers cabins and mormon
dwellings fired by opponentsj17
opponents 117 the claim that all homes were
destroyed is not true since accounts like benjamin johnsons indicate
that houses were searched and not damaged or were found deserted
and still standing the preemptive strikes south of adam ondi ahman
were intentionally destructive but it appears that any burning elsewhere
was selective

non mormon families in daviess county were dispossessed during
the last half of october but careful history should not adopt the
cormons indiscriminately burned out daviess county
propaganda that mormons
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for instance benjamin johnson tells of razing for security his
company rode to destroy arms and ammunition
held for the
use of the mob A terrified householder was assured of personal
safety and told his dwellings might remain if there was no cache
we should leave them as we found
of weapons stored there
them but arms were discovered and they sent the family away
on their horses burning the place used as a base of operations 118
but nathan tanner commanded a squad that found the buried
carroll county cannon and cartridges for it under the floor slabs
ilg non mormons
cormons left
of a nearby house which was not burnedp9
burned 119
statements that they were asked to leave their houses but mentioned
no burning or returned to find them still standing 120 it is risky
to make generalizations now or to accept uncritically all those made
at the time
vacant dwellings and fields were an invitation to necessity for the
economy of the region was shut down with adam ondi ahman swollen
to a thousand inhabitants and early snows covering october fields
many unharvested survival required taking what was available
cormons
a reality only understandable in the light of accounts of mormons
who barely escaped from their homes and were barred from returning
to get either possessions or crops johnson recalled how foraging
companies returned with whatever we could find without regard
corn beef cattle hogs bee stands chickens etc 121
to ownership
he insists that they were not common robbers instead they
were prevented from getting to their own supplies and therefore
41
took by reprisal that with which to keep from starvation our women
and children 122
some personal accounts question whether this foraging was
carried beyond necessity and such countermeasures caused several
cormons to desert at the end of october joseph smith
prominent mormons
is repeatedly quoted as justifying securing emergency supplies but
not personal enrichment for instance john D lee said the prophet
allowed spoil to subsist on during the war but he did despise this
123 one could remain faithful as harlow redfield
little petty stealing 125
1230ne
did and still hold the view that protecting the daviess territory
was finally carried out by wight and others with excess redfield
received a vote of approval in his position on the high council
after confessing continuing faith notwithstanding he did not
feel to fellowship all the proceedings of the brethren in daviess
county 124 yet the policies behind those skirmishes were defensive
and personal effects taken were to be held in trust for the needy
bishop vincent knight controlled materials brought into the storehouse
at adam ondi ahman and four months later summarized the mid
october events to a nonmember friend in new york
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mormons have done is exactly
would not have you think that all that the cormons
cormons they will do almost
right but when men are pushed as were the mormons
anything to save their lives and the lives of their families
there is
not a mormon in this church that has had a better chance to know the
minds of the leading men than I1 have and I1 do know that they would
Missour ians alone had they been let alonej25
alone 125
let the missourians
1I

cormons took control of daviess county atchison was
when the mormons
still a hundred miles away at Bo onville on the governors strange
assignment in previous letters he had insisted that unless there were
cormons
Mormons
stronger executive action mobs would continue to pressure the mormons
mormons possessed an unalterable determination not
and that the cormons
to be driven just before the relief march to adam ondi ahman
atchison told the governor that with his passive policy he might as
well remove the militia so the parties could fight it out 126 after
such predictable events atchison returned to liberty and wrote to the
state capital with continued indignation that inaction was rapidly
bringing the unjust banishment of mormon citizens field generals
doniphan and parks continued to agree with atchison that a mormon
persecution was in progress even though they were shocked by the
vigorous responses in daviess county parks updated atchison on
21 october reporting that he had been in adam ondi ahman the
cormons
Mormons two hundred of
previous week to see five hundred armed mormons
whom were mounted he reiterated their determination not to be
driven from that place adding that they had struck back and were
I
inow
now the aggressors he also reviewed how he and doniphan were
forced to dismiss the militia because their men intended to act against
adam ondi ahman he said that calling more regional troops would
cormons and drive
do nothing unless in massive force to fright the mormons
them from the country this would satisfy the people but 1I cannot
agree to it 127
on the basis of such reports general atchison wrote governor
boggs on 22 october outlining the damage done by both sides in
Mill port and gallatin
millpost
daviess county including the mormon raids on millport
cormons have become
and adding his evaluation it seems that the mormons
mad men he put the burden of action on
desperate and act like madmen
the governor with the reminder that regional militia was now unreliable
because tied closely to the anti mormon groups while criticizing what
he regarded as their excessive countermeasures atchison still retained
mormons were citizens and that the government
the perspective that the cormons
had silently become a party to their expulsion
1

do not feel disposed to disgrace myself or permit the troops under my
command to disgrace the state and themselves by acting the part of a
mormons are to be driven from their homes let it be done
mob if the cormons
without any color of law and in open defiance thereof let it be done
by volunteers acting upon their own responsibilities 128
1I
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ATCHISONS REMOVAL

the next event in the conflict wrested the initiative from atchison
and destroyed his hopes of moderation on 23 october captain bogart

wrote atchison that he had marched his company through ray county
to the southern line of mormon caldwell in order to repel any mormon
para legal reminder to the general 1 I learn
outrage closing with his paralegal
ioutrage
that the people of ray are going to take the law into their own hands
and put an end to the mormon war 129 peter burnett atchisons
Atchisons friend
atchisonn
who would soon be mormon counsel in the richmond hearing said
that the general ratified the border patrol to preserve the peace
between the people of the two counties 130 on 23 october atchison
authorized bogart to prevent any invasion of ray county by any
persons in arms whatever and ordered him to keep the general
informed on the state of things in daviess county atchison obviously
did not expect trouble since he closed 1 I will endeavor to be with
you in a few days etc 131
the sequel is well known in mormon history burnett a militia
member close to the liberty generals told how bogart managed his
defensive assignment
I1

but captain bogart

was not a very discreet man and his men were of
much the same character instead of conf
confining
ming himself and his men within
the limits of his own county he marched one day into the edge of
cormons residing there
caldwell and was not only rather rude to the mormons
time 132
but arrested one or two of them whom he detained for some little timep2

the mormon militia was immediately

sent with the purpose of freeing
hostages and repelling an assumed invasion the battle of crooked
river followed where some men were killed or seriously wounded on
cormons were unfortunate
both sides and in these circumstances the mormons
enough to be victorious As magnified rumors of the clash spread
ray county leaders panicked and sent the governor emergency
calls for help to prevent wholesale slaughter and the burning of
155 but mormon sources show no intention of invading
153
ray county citiesj33
cities 133
ray county only the intent to defend their own county from mobs
for whatever reason governor boggs had no difficulty pre
prejudging
judging
the mormon menace As chief executive he had an immediate responsibility for protecting the public peace why did he not feel the same
mormons sent desperate calls for
urgency on earlier occasions when cormons
protection given his perception of imminent invasion and bloodshed
the situation required firm use of police power to restore peace but
governor boggs used an extreme remedy without hearing from both
sides which suggests that he had already made up his mind on the
problem and its political solution he adopted the slogans long used
mormons must be
by private regulators in every problem county cormons
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treated as enemies and must be exterminated or driven from the state
if necessary for the public peace 134
at this point general atchison still held military jurisdiction over
cormons invading
the area of conflict assuming the danger of the mormons
ray county and no doubt the reverse possibility he joined with the
commanding general of the next militia district to remind the governor
that his presence was absolutely necessary but this 228 october appeal
made no impact since governor boggs had issued the extermination
order the day before atchison was evidently out of contact with
mormon leaders when he moved to keep them in check three days
after the crooked river battle both he and lucas were major generals
and wrote from their ray county headquarters from late outrages
mormons
committed by the cormons
Mor mons civil war is inevitable they have set the
laws of the country at defiance and are in open rebellion 135
such language does not show that atchison turned against the
mormons as much as that he was consistently on the side of legal
cormons
solutions throughout this conflict to the extent that their late
tactics exceeded the law he could not justify them on the other hand
atchison continued to believe that they were victimized by the
lawlessness of those who drove them out of carroll county and began
to repeat the process in daviess county his views on the mormon crisis
are condensed in the request that he and doniphan made to the federal
commander at nearby fort leavenworth writing two days after the
crooked river battle atchison and doniphan requested additional
small arms to leave in their communities as the able men took weapons
mormons
Mor
in the militia campaign against the cormons
mons they added a summary
of the causation which emerges as an essential statement because it
was written by the generals best informed on both mormon and citizen
actions up to the time of the crooked river engagement
I1

the citizens

of daviess carroll and some other northern counties have
raised mob after mob for the last two months for the purpose of driving a
cormons
Mormons from those counties and from the
community of fanatics called mormons
cormons into a state of
state those things have at length goaded the mormons
desperation that has now made them aggressors instead of acting on the
defensive this places the citizens of this whole community in the unpleasant
attitude that the civil and decent part of the community have now to
engage in war to arrest a torrent that has been let loose by a cowardly mob
danger 136
and from which they have dastardly fled on the first show of dangerj36

though public opinion and the governor s extermination order

mormons needed negotiation not subjugation
would not allow it the cormons
after a day of adjusting to the shock
shock of facing state militia mormon
leaders surrendered without a shot atchison was senior field officer
as the army marched from richmond to far west but he surrendered
command when word reached him that clark of howard county had
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been placed in charge of state troops however the new commander
did not arrive on the scene until after lucas and doniphan had accepted
the surrender of far west while finalizing terms doniphan first read
the extermination order which directed his operations As lawyers
he and atchison would have similar reactions doniphan later said
in my report to governor boggs 1I stated to him that 1I had disregarded
that part of his order as the age of extermination was over and if 1I
attempted to remove them to some other state it would only cause
additional trouble 137
did general atchison leave the field in protest over the governors
illegal command evidently not instead he was removed from
command because he had previously insisted on constitutional principles
commentators have puzzled over atchisons
Atchi sons seemingly unnecessary
atchisonn
dismissed 138 his
withdrawal from the conflict but he clearly was dismissedj38his
personal feelings about the release crop up in general clarks boot
licking comment to the governor 1 I regret exceedingly to learn that
any acts of yours should create any heart burnings
to such an
139 139however
however such
extent as I1 understand exists with general atchison 159
Atchi sons withdrawal according to
emotions were not the cause of atchisons
atchisonn
Atchi
all sources close to him atchisons
sons pattern was to take bogess
atchisonn
boggss policies
or lack of them make the best of them and not eliminate his chance
of tempering their result by quitting governor boggs simply used
characteristic indirection in dismissing him later commenting that
atchison was not ordered out because he should be at the coming
legislature and because there was much dissatisfaction manifested
mormons
Mor
towards him by the people opposed to the cormons
mons 140
in the same letter governor boggs indicated that co commander
lucas was not ordered out either though he had the option to act in
lesser rank and command the brigade authorized from his jackson
county district the governor had issued two activation orders one based
on information from daviess county and the stronger extermination
Atchi sons district
directive after he heard of the crooked river battle atchisons
atchisonn
was passed over but lucass district was named giving him a reason
41
which atchison did not have for continuing with the expedition 141
according to lucas the two had led their forces some seven miles short
of the mormon capital when they received the two mobilizing orders
of the governor at this point major general atchison left me and
returned home to liberty 142 an articulate aide of general parks was
in staff meetings then and wrote at the time general atchison
returned home considering himself dismissed by the governor in
143this
appointing general clark
this was 30 october
oark to the command 143
dark
the day before joseph smith gave himself up as a hostage fellow
attorney peter burnett edited a liberty newspaper and agrees with
the other best sources general atchison and his staff returned
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home having considered himself virtually ordered from the field by
general boggs 144
the general who saved joseph smiths life added details within
this framework when later requesting mormon leaders to help
his former aide get established in business doniphan said that
atchison asked him to remain as an influence for fair treatment of the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons
clay under general atchison when
in caldwell and about to open negotiations general atchison received
an order from governor boggs requiring him to yield up the command
to general lucas thereupon atchison withdrew and retired home
and feeling indignant at the treatment of our major general I1
should also have retired had 1I not been persuaded by general atchison
and others that by remaining 1I might save the effusion of blood
and much arising we did remain and 1I feel assured that every
family then resident of the county will bear witness that we did
save much suffering and spared no pains to prevent much that did
occurjo
occur 145
I commanded a brigade from
1

ATCHISONS ACCURACY AND STATURE

strong sentiment in clay county supported atchison despite
governor bogess
boggss dismissal peter burnetts far west insisted that the
governor has done himself very little credit by so illiberal a course
of procedure 146 not only was friendship expressed but also approval
Atchi
of atchisons
atchisonn
sons mormon policies
will be a dinner given to general atchison on monday next at
the liberty hotel a tribute of the high regard and esteem entertained
for his personal character and his meritorious and prudent course in the
cormons
Mor mons the citizens of this and the
late difficulties with the mormons
invited 147
surrounding counties are respectfully invitedj47

there

mormon militia officer philo dibble said that atchison spoke in
the public dinner in liberty threatening the governor if he did not
prestore
irestore
restore my commission if this remark is reported accurately the
Atchi sons speech
meaning is ambiguous but the physical reaction to atchisons
atchisonn
on hearing this the audience became so
is no doubt accurate
enthusiastic that they took him upon their shoulders and carried him
around the public square 148
atchison the soldier returned to practice law and serve his term
in the state legislature where he was no longer subordinate to the
governor As in the militia letters constitutionalism was still his theme
he proposed a bill to remove the trial of mormon leaders to some
circuit where prejudices against them do not exist 149 he vigorously
argued for a thorough legislative investigation that would expose all
I1

wrongs
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in the course of this debate mr atchison who was for having an
immediate investigation alluded to the governors order to general clark
cormons from the state if
requiring him to exterminate or expel the mormons
necessary for its peace and safety this order he looked upon as
cave an expression of the legislature
unconstitutional and he wished to have
upon it if the governor of the state or any other power had the authority
to issue such orders he wished to know it for if so he would not live
in any state where such authority was givenj50
given 150

since history is ill equipped to speculate it is impossible to
determine whether mormon rights to live in missouri could have been
preserved by giving atchison firmer support in early october or keeping
him in command to negotiate peace at the end of that month but
he should be recognized as the commanding officer who kept the courts
mormons from
functioning minimized violence and protected the cormons
deportation in daviess county his explanation of the causes of the
mormon troubles is broader than that of general clark
oark and governor
dark
boggs because atchison insisted on ultimate instead of immediate
causation clarks speech at the surrender of far west was taken down
and circulated soon afterward
you have always been the aggressors you have brought upon yourselves
these difficulties by being disaffected and not being subject to rule and
my advice is that you become as other citizens lest by a reoccurrence
ruin 151
of these events you bring upon yourselves irretrievable ruini5l

governor boggs took the same short term view in his extermination
order referring to the crooked river battle two days before
have received
information of the most appalling character which
cormons in the attitude
entirely changes the face of things and places the mormons
of an open and avowed defiance of the laws and of having made war
152
statej52
upon the people of this state
1I

one can ask analytically not politically

why lawful militia defending

caldwell county were any less the people of this state than the
contingent they clashed with that was defending ray county one can
ask why only latter day saints were guilty of defiance of the laws
though preventing them from voting or holding land in daviess and
carroll counties was not labeled the same the final conflict entirely
changes the face of things but should mormon resistance in a two
cormons during
week period have outweighed aggression against the mormons
the previous two months the governors two orders were only reasoned
from the most recent events within this limited scope the argument
mormons were aggressive and caused their own downfall
went that cormons
but going beyond this chopped logic what caused them to be
aggressive

civil violence is not unlike domestic violence for the party who
initiates it will likely rationalize that he was incited to anger by the
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words or hostility or habits of the other but social and religious tension
is no justification for a factional war atchisons
Atchi sons letters take the long
atchisonn
view of causation instead of two weeks of october his reports to the
governor began six weeks before that when threatened daviess saints
were acting on the defensive and much alarmed in midperiod
midperiod
cormons
naked force emerged in carroll for the purpose of driving the mormons
cormons began systematic
from that county the same week that mormons
defensive operations atchison reviewed the spirit of mob and misrule
that had eroded their confidence in missouri law for the last two

months 153
Atchi sons letters contain an informed perspective for the 1838
atchisonn
atchisons
mormon conflict distilled in the atchison doniphan request for small
arms from fort leavenworth first mob after mob was raised against
mormons by northern missouri regulators afterthe caldwell daviess cormons
mormons decided to meet force with force clark and boggs
ward the cormons
cormons must be expelled from the state because
insisted that the mormons
they used arms against citizens but atchison and doniphan reversed
mormons finally used arms because they resisted
the reasoning the cormons
being thrust again from their counties
instead of the mormon fault theory of clark and boggs
atchison and doniphan who had experienced earlier events gave an
explanation of sequential response even if we were to modify mormon
mormons
fault to be mutual fault it would still miss the mark for cormons
first sought peaceful solutions to repeated efforts to expel them their
efforts at compromise at surrender and evacuation or at seeking
administrative and judicial relief did not maintain their rights of
residence their final choice of self defense came after exhausting all
other remedies it came after appeals to regional and state authorities
failed to prevent their ejection from carroll county and while they
finally used extreme resistance strategy these counter
actions were really
counteractions
not central in their banishment from missouri even before the burning
Bo
of gallatin and the attack on bogaerts
bogarts
garts company the vocal segment of
upper missouri was already organized demanding mormon exile from
the state and had the momentum of events to accomplish it including
the passive cooperation of governor boggs
mormon defensive operations began because they believed the clear
statements of intention of the citizen volunteers after their carroll
county victory general atchison interpreted anti mormon intentions
para legal
similarly when he told the governor that the cannon and many paralegal
patriots were headed to daviess county where it was expected that
mormons would be driven from that county and probably from
cormons
caldwell county 154 A member of the non mormon arbitration team at
de witt gave the same view after conversing with older citizens the
latter would now keep their pledge to assist any county who assisted
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cormons headed for their own county would not
them thus the mormons
find security since the adjoining counties to caldwell will never be
contented until they leave the state 155 carroll regulators marched
north and released two prisoners with a promise they meant to drive
cormons from daviess to caldwell and from caidwell
caldwell to hell 156
the mormons
atchison was in regular contact with the anti mormon forces and
believed that they had the intention and capacity to drive the latter
day saints from upper missouri prior to the mormon counteraction
that sought to prevent it mormon leaders made the same informed
judgment they could choose to do nothing and be expelled or choose
to resist and give their enemies the excuse to drive them out in the
name of defending the state of course the latter happened with the
cormons were being
administrators of expulsion explaining that the mormons
justly punished
it is a truism that both sides contribute to misunderstanding in
a dispute but that view of the 1838 expulsion does not reach the real
historical issues an episodic view of these events is a mistake as though
I
chance might so easily have given events a happier turn 157 upper
missouri society might have tolerated quiet minorities in small numbers
but the latter day saints had a powerful program of conversion and
gathering moreover the mormon center shifted from ohio to missouri
at the beginning of 1838 all missouri tensions that year really reflect
the heavy migration and unlimited prospect of more the removal of
cormons was only a reminder of this unsolved
the carroll county mormons
problem for captain bogart complained to the governor that the
mormons
cormons at de witt were mostly canadians a phrase meant to
immigration 158
suggest several things one of which was the specter of immigrationp8
an irritating reminder was the canadian group of
ofjohn
john E page arriving
at de witt the first week of october with a company occupying thirty
wagons 159 such arrivals were regular in latter day saint centers that
fall albert P rockwood wrote from far west at the same time
emigration to the west is quite fast every day witnesses about
1

30 teams

160

cormons from one county
both sides realized then that moving mormons
cormons arriving
to another was no longer possible A thousand new mormons
in september and october did more to strengthen anti mormon resolve
than the symptomatic skirmishing in daviess county no mormon
pacifism or diplomacy would change the fundamental problem the
ofiackson county in 1833
migration that threatened to shift control of jackson
cast a dark shadow on a whole region in 1838 the mutual suspicions
provocations
provocations misconceptions and skirmishes were all stage props in
a drama pitting a missouri mormon population that increased from
one thousand to ten thousand in five years against a traditional society
resistant to cultural and religious differences this central source of
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tension explains why mormon provocations
provocations whether slight or serious
were immediately acted upon with intensity and without sustained
negotiations
in these conflicts atchison managed to cause some dissatisfaction
mormons
mormons and cormons
Mor
mons an indication of his
among both non cormons
independent position in the frustration of his long imprisonment at
liberty joseph smith saw atchison as an obstacle to justice 1 I would
just name also that general atchison has proved himself to be as
contemptible as any of them we have tried for a long time to get our
lawyers to draw us some petitions to the supreme judges of this state
161
16
igl
although the context here is the failure
but they utterly refused igi
mormons
of justice in the legislature atchison had in fact supported the cormons
there the prophet is evidently complaining that atchison and other
liberty attorneys should have long since made some sort of appeal to
give him a chance at freedom atchison may have made a procedural
judgment whereas the prophet was concerned with justice perhaps
misconceived
misconceiver
joseph smith mis
conceived the power of the missouri supreme court
he was bound over for trial that winter and his case had to be decided
before appeal could be taken and clemency would have to come from
the executive
was the ultimate cruelty of liberty
jali receiving false information
jall
jail
libertyjail
that the prophets missouri friends had turned against him whether
a planted rumor or exaggerated statement it came to joseph at the
end of imprisonment that general atchison had joined in the regional
outcry that the prisoners should die
this is according to the
information 1I have received which I1 suppose to be true 162 but
balls
alFs
bails
airs comments on visiting
Kimb
this report is corrected by heber C kimballs
kimbalfs
Kimbalis
andrew hughes and other members of the clay county bar in order
to get legal assistance for joseph smith and the other brethren in
liberty jail
libertyjail
jali in his early memoirs heber wrote of the attitude of these
jall
lawyers two weeks after the above statement of joseph smith
were several men in liberty who were very friendly to the
brethren I1 called on them when I1 went there and they treated me
with great civility among these were general doniphan and atchison
and the keeper of the tavern where I1 put up at
those men whom
I1 have named and several others revolted at the scenes enacted against
cormons
mormons63
Mor mons 163
the mormons

there

atchison still was sympathetic when heber C kimball and
lyman wight visited him in washington DC in 1844 he mildly
encouraged their congressional petition for missouri losses but added
that they should not ignore the courts the report of these veterans
cormons
of the expulsion indicated that senator atchison still felt the mormons
had been victims of injustice in 1838 general atchison is of the
opinion if we could sue the state of missouri for redress of grievances
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that there was virtue enough in the state to answer our demands for
said he they are ashamed of their conduce
conduct 164
nauvoo joseph smith did not list atchison among the officers
in nauvoojoseph
who were the leading characters in the unparalleled persecutions
against the church of latter day saints 165 and hyrum smith also
paid atchison the same compliment of eliminating him from the list
of leaders who brought about the mormon expulsion atchison was
not one who violated the constitution and laws of the state of
mormons at that time realized that there were
missouri 166 indeed cormons
others besides alexander doniphan who understood their plight and
sought to protect the rights of a minority with unpopular beliefs
eliza R snow not only described how alexander doniphan had saved
joseph smith from an illegal firing squad but she added that other
Missourians
missourians deserved to be recognized as moral heroes in the expulsions
of 1838
1858
there are those who actuated by the spirit of republicanism
and without any partiality to the religious views of our society have
risked their reputation and endangered their lives by pleading the cause
of the innocent 167 one addition to doniphan in this select group
is his law associate and military commander david rice atchison
NOTES
david R atchison to governor lilburn W boggs liberty mo 22 october 1838 in document containing
ac in relation to the disturbances with the cormons
mormons
the correspondence orders &c
Mor mons and the evidence given
he
before the hon austin A king fayette mo boons lick democrat 1841 46 hereafter cited as document
quotations in this article are generally standardized in spelling and punctuation
asee
Dady
ee for example the kansas city dadyjournal
2see
dagy journal interview 12 june 1881 where he gave religious bigotry
dalty
dally
daily
and opposition to suspected abolitionism as the maln
maln
main causes of aggression against a people who in the main
maln
main
were law abiding citizens
bogart to governor boggs elk horn ray county mo 13 october 1838 in document 42
samuel bogan
see chaps 4 15 of william E parrish dadid
Missouri border politician columbia
Davi dRice
david
davidrice
rine
rice atchison of
ofmissouri

university of missouri press 1961
peter burnett recollections ovan
oldpioneer
pioneer new york D appleton 1880 76 80 81
old
of an oly
hese alexander W doniphan quotations come from his biography of atchison in the citory
6these
CAnton
history
clinton
danton
danron
hitory of
ofcanton
county missouri st joseph mo national historical co 1881 441 42 see also atchisonn
Atchi
atchisons
sons obituary by
J 1 child in the richmond conservator 28 january 1886 a mind well stored with literary lore
see the summary of atchisons
Atchi sons early life in the prologue of the scholarly parrish biography see also
atchisonn
CAnton county missouri
Atchi sons lifetime by doniphan in the history ofcanton
biographical summaries published in atchisons
atchisonn
of clinton
illustrated history of
and by walter bickford davis and daniel S durrie
missouri st louis A J hall
durne in an illustratedhistory
ofmissouri

I

1876

466

wood rees doniphan and atchison to the missouri LDS leaders 30 october 1833 in times andseasons
and seasons
may
6 1 M
18455 8 81
citedd in joseph
ay 184
8 1 also cite
christ of
jo seph smith jr history of the church ofjesus
latter day saints
of jesus carist
oflatter
ed B H roberts 2d
425 hereafter cited as
ad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1946 50 11425
the church joseph smiths comments precede the letter in both locations the spelling of rees
history odthe
of rhe
follows his own
gamos
darmel
mos rees to governor dammel
daniel
darnel dunklin liberty mo postscript to letter of 29 november 1833 in
and seasons 6 1 june 1845 913 also cited in history of the church 1448
T
times
timet
imes
1
W W phelps to kirtland LDS leaders 27 february 1834 the evening and the morning star 2 march
1 481 82
1834 139 also cited in history odthe
the church 1481
of nhe
ofthe
see peter crawley and richard L anderson the political and social realities of zions camp
brigham young university studies 14 summer 1974 406 20
12
12extracts
extracts from H C kimbalts
balTs
Kim
balls
bails
balis journal times and seasons 6 15 march 1845 838 compare
kimballs
moung
george A smith memoirs 24 june 1834 typescript 24 harold B lee library brigham young
ung university
provo utah on the upper fishing river we were met by general atchison and other gentlemen who informed
us the people of liberty were very much excited
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and advocate 2 august 1836
larker
dwy
latker
saints messenger und
dag saintsmessengerandadvocate
latter day
far west liberty mo in
mlatterday
2 448 55
the church 2448
353 55 358 61 also cited in history odthe
of tre
ofthe
14journal
of don carlos smith in lucy mack smith biographical sketches ofjoseph
of joseph smith liverpool
orson pratt 1853 283 85 supplemental details are given in smith memoirs 50 51 the latter explains
why atchison would leave the scene of conflict though he was commander of the military district
these
military chieftains were summoned by governor boggs to attend a court martial to be held at columbia for
the trial of major general powell who was charged with having been drunk on parade the trial was evidently
held at nearby Bo onville since the letters of atchison and lucas originate there from 4 october through
16 october see n 72
15williarn
william FE switzler quoted in walter B stevens centennial history ofmissouti
of missouri 6 vols st louis
S J clarke 1921 2832
2 832
852 compare the personal memorial by J T child in the richmond conservator
2852
a form of majestic mould
28 january 1886
16w
W M paxton annals ofplatte
of Platte county missouri kansas city hudson kimberly 1897 53
see n 4 this account of the remainder of Atchi
sec
atchisonn
sons life depends upon the detailed narrative and
atchisons
documentation in the final chapters of parrish
Is isatchison
atchison to davis 24 september 1854 state historical society of missouri manuscripts university of
missouri columbia mo also cited in parrish david rice atchison 164
19
19parrish
ribe
davidy
Parn sh davidrice
Parrish
dRice
Davi
rioe
rice atchison 164 for his operational influence against violence see ibid 200 202 and
public meeting

13

byjt
bajt

205 7

david R atchison to william atchison et al

12

august

1865 cited in parrish

ezre
erre
daviddRice
Davi
davidrice
rice atchison

220 21

cited in parrish david rice atchison 23
22 22congressional
ezoe
eroe
congressional globe 34th congress ist session 546 also cited in parrish david
davidrice
DavidRice
rice atchison 197
23 23events
vol 1 of
voi
events are narrated with documents in chaps 27 31 of
rhe
the church
orvol
ofvol
ofhistory
history odthe
of rge
ofthe
B pixley to editors of the new york observer independence mo 7 november 1833 cited in
24b
cormons new york alfred A knopf 1958 81 83
Mo nensen among the mormons
william mulder and A russell mortensen
25 richard L bushman saw this basic issue
issue as common to the major nineteenth century persecutions of
byustudies
Studies 3 autumn 1960 11 20
1833
1853 BYU
1835
the mormon people in his mormon persecutions in missouri 1833byustudies
26 26report
report of meeting of 20 july 1833 independence mo missouri intelligencer columbia mo
cormons
Mor
mons 78 79 a related version is in
10 august 1833 also cited in mulder and mortensen among the mormons
1 396
596 97
the church 1396
history odthe
of fhe
ofthe
171n
in the 1830 census jackson county had a population of 2823 and an estimated population in 1836
the state ofmissouri
of 4522 see alphonso wetmore gazetteer odthe
of missouri st louis C keemle 1837 267 the
of rhe
cormons in 1833 see n 26 and an estimate of about 3800
percentage figure is based on 1200 jackson mormons
total population then for cultural religious conflict see richard lloyd anderson jackson county in early
mormon descriptions missouri historical review 65 april 1971 270 93
compare the history of ofthomas
saints millennial star 26 1864
thomas baldwin marsh 1857 lafter
latter day saintsmillennialstar
391 recalling his presentation to the clay county committee marsh recounts 1 I was appointed by said
committee spokesman and was enabled to speak so feelingly in relation to our previous persecutions and
refram from shedding tears
expulsions that general atchison could not refrain
eur
west
saints
saintf messenger andadvocate
and advocate 12 august 1836 3 54 also cited in history
far mest
rest cited in latter day saintsmessenger
fur
rhe
the church 2 449
449 50
odthe
of
ofthe
rge
rhe
the church of christ of
luffer day saints st louis privately printed
lufter
john corrill A briefhistoiy
latter
of
oflatter
brief history oftbe
oftle
1839

19

ibid
31ibid

26

anderson wilson and emelia wilson to samuel turrentine clay county mo 4 july 1836 cited in
ouly
luly 1966 504 8
Durw
durward
ardTT stokes ed the wilson letters 1835 1849 missouri historical review 60 july
33ibid
sons addition has been corrected
ibid 508 Wil
wilsons
vilsons
john murdock an abridged record typescript 29 in library archives historical department
ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as LDS church archives
the church ofjesus
compare murdock synopsis ot
of my history typescript 165 john corrill and myself were appointed a
committee to meet the people in richmond and intercede with them for the privilege to go to shoal creek
odthe
of the committee 30july
and john murdock report ofthe
30 july 1836 richmond ray county missouri
john corrill
andjohn
comil andyjohn
LDS church archives also cited in
m journal history 30 july 1836
36 36kansas
kansas city daily journal 12 june 1881
37 37alexander
IDS
alexander doniphan to william W phelps jefferson city mo 8 8january
january 1837 LDS
ins church archives
38 38kansas
kansas city daily journal 12 june 1881
39
motto of the church of christ of latter day saints in george W robinson the scriptory book
39motto
of jesus christ in all the world 16 LDS church archives
ofofjoseph
joseph smith jr president of the church ofjesus
roe church 39
3 9
the
also cited in history ofthe
of rge
odthe
mn S rigdon on the ath
12 reprinted
july 1838 far westjournal
by mr
ofjuly
west journal office 1838
1858
4th of
400
delivered
edby
oration
183812
zarion
Deliver
ration deliveredby
in
m peter crawley two rare missouri documents BYU studies 14 summer 1974 527
41ibid
ibid
4editorial
JVestern star liberty mo
cited in missouri argus
editorial statement 14 september 1838 western
young university provo utah
brigham
bngham moung
st louis mo 27 september 1838 microfilm harold B lee library bangham
hereafter cited as BYU
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corrill A briefhistory
brief history 28
briet
see the black statement in history odthe
aljoseph smith7s
44see
the church 560
60 blacks testimony at atjoseph
joseph
3360
smittfs 7 september
smiths
of fhe
ofthe
cormons lawfully see document 162
hearing confirmed the basic contents of his agreement to treat the mormons
43 43corrill
sec

document

45 45document

162

missouri republican dady
darty
darly
daily st louis 19 september 1838
september 1838 cited in mirsourirepub&an
dagy
this and other newspaper articles cited are conveniently found in the typescript collection of newspaper articles
mormons
Mor
m ohio illinois missouri special collections BYU
entitled cormons
mons in
secsee the proceedings of public meetings im
n independence on 4 and 8 september 1838 printed in the
47see
southern advocate jackson mo 29 september 1838 they met to consider an express from a committee
of daviess co under date of the 29th aug 1838 resolutions were made to send help when called on
by proper authority though men were asked to travel to daviess county the following monday without a
legal order of the militia
41 robinson
41robinson
scriptory book 27july
27 july 1838 61
491bid
491bid
ibid 67
bothe
5othe
the purported atchison letter exists in the LDS church archives only in photocopy and was
acquired in 1981 as the hofmann forgeries began to appear in form it is D R atchison to tojoseph
joseph smith
Atchi sons informal handscnpt
hand
script which is angular and assertive
I1 september 1838 but the writing differs from atchisonn
atchisons
handscript
with heavy vertical strokes however the supposed atchison joseph smith document has more flourishes and
is more rounding
Atchi sons characters the
roundmg though it appears to be an intelligent attempt to copy many of atchisons
atchisonn
gmar
gar in missouri
war
document is accepted without comment in stephen C lesueur the 1838 mormon gmur
columbia university of missouri press 1987 79
krobinson
5robinson
robinson
scriptory book 2 september 1838 77 78
51
philo dibbles narrative in
51philo
m early scenes in church history salt lake city juvenile instructor office
onville emigrant
Bo
boonvdle
boonville
blonville

1882

13

88

robinson scriptory book 78
541bid
ibid
55
55philo
Philo dibbles narrative 88 89 lesueur adds the imagined dramatic detail that Atchi
5philodibbles
atchisonn
atchisons
sons warning
was given while fingering his gun lesueur the 1838 mormon war 80 81 but his threat probably hinted at
mormon resources including a contingent stationed nearby that would retaliate immediately george A smith
apparently refers only to the friends ofjoseph at the trial itself many of the brethren from far west had
accompanied joseph and hyrum and concealed their arms in the woods fearing treachery as a great number
memoirs 48 however william moore allred was part of a caldwell
of the mob were in attendance
county rescue mission on the seventh of september previous to this joseph was put on trial in daviess
co and we heard that a mob was collecting to take him so a company of us went out to lay in ambush
we lay in ambush till night and joseph was discharged and
near the court in case we were needed
journal photocopy 5 LDS church archives
we returned home
5general
general atchison to the governor richmond mo 12 september 1838 in document 19 no signature
57 warren foote autobiography
typescript 24 BYU
58
58doniphan
Dom phan to atchison grand river mo 15 september 1838 in document 24 25 see history of
Doniphan
the church 3378
78 79 for a copy of the whole letter
578
59 Foote
boote autobiography 12 september 1838 24
60atchon
atchison to the governor grand river 17 september 1838 in
m document 26 see history of the
3380
m the first
church 580
80 81 for a copy of the whole letter for Atchi
atchisonn
sons tactics with the irregulars in
atchisons
daviess operations see sidney rigdons
Rig dons testimony in the 1843 nauvoo hearing and general atchison
said in my presence that he took the following singular method to disperse them he organized
them with his troops as part of the militia called out to suppress and arrest the mob after having
thus organized them he discharged them and all the rest of the troops as having no further need
18431
for their services and all returned home times and seasons 4 15 july 18451
1843 27
1845
2711 see also history of the
church 3454
3 454
5454
6doniphan
adays colorful
phan to major B holladay liberty mo 5 april 1850 IDS church archives for Holl
Dom
holladays
domphan
dolphan
career in the west and afterward see dumas malone ed dictionary of american biography 11 vols
5 141 42
new york charles scribner s sons 1957 5141
see
seenn 60
13 13smith
smith memoirs 49 50 the date comes from an abstract of the legal record document 158 which
is confirmed by Atchi
atchisonn
atchisons
sons 17 september letter to the governor see n 60
64 64atchison
in document 27 see history of
the church
atchison to the governor liberty mo 20 september 1838 m
odthe
ofthe
81 82 for the first middle and last parts of this letter printed without location of ellipses
3381
581
6general
general H G parks to the governor Mill
millpost
mdlport
millport
port mo 25 september 1838 in document 32 see history
3 84 for pan of this letter
384
of the church 584
the church
6atchison
batchison
atchison to the governor liberty mo 27 september 1838 in
m document 34 see history of
odthe
ofthe
maln part of this short letter in narrating phase one of the daviess county difficulties mormon
3385
85 for the main
585
dissenter reed peck said that some who went to defend adam ondi ahman told him they appropriated animals
and honey from deserted homesteads if so this seems an exceptional case by individuals since atchison
cormons were not lawbreakers possibly peck confused
doniphan
Dom phan and parks all say that up to this point the mormons
the appropriations that took place in the open hostilities later see reed peck sketch of mormon history
manno calif
1839 MS 68 69 huntington library san marino
53
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m document 31
to the governor liberty mo 23 september 1838 in
61parks
parks to atchison Mill
millport
millpon
pon mo 25 september 1838 in document 33 which also has parks to the
port
millhon
governor with a postscript giving the same caution compare n 65
the
fae lutter
lurter day saints in northern
latter
for details on early public opposition see leland H gentry A history odthe
ofthe
bor
of fhe
missouri brom
ofjesus christ of latter day saints church schools 1965 288ff
brow
missourifrom
from 1836 to 1839 provo church ofiesus
70 70murdock
murdock abridged record 30 compare the high council minutes which have a 6 july entry noting
west record salt lake city
weft
hinkles move to de witt in donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook far urst
deseret book co 1983 197
mormon
7mormon petition de witt mo 22 september 1838 in
foe
the church
history
m document 29 30 see histoq
odthe
of fhe
histon ofthe
17Atchison

3 82 83 for a copy
382
582
72the
Atchi sons absence and was written to
atchisons
the george A smith entry is critical in understanding atchisonn
explain their emergency journey to border states to get money to buy out daviess county settlers
george A and don carlos smith boarded at richmond landing in ray county we went on board the
4 00 and helped to wood we soon found that
4.00
kansas steamer september 30th taking a deck passage at 400
400
the cabin contained a big swarm of mobocrats major general samuel lucas brig general moses wilson
platte
piatte
plane country were the most prominent among
of ofjackson
jackson county notoriety and colonel thompson from piane
them general D R atchison of clay was also on board these military chieftains were summoned by
governor boggs to attend a court martial to be held at columbia for the trial of major general powell who
was charged with having been drunk on parade the boat stopped at de witt where we found about 70 saints
surrounded by a mob of 200 men who threatened their extermination the next day smith memoirs
cormons follows discussed in the text at n 14 the
49 550 the report of Atchi
atchisonn
atchisons
sons verbal defense of the mormons
trial was evidently at Boonville instead of smiths nearby columbia since Atchi
atchisonn
sons letters to the governor
atchisons
come from Boonville on 5 9 and 16 october document 35 39 however he wrote from his home at liberty
on 27 september and 22 october document 3446 lucas also wrote from Boonville ona
on
on44 october document
34 saying that he had talked to the de witt mormon commander as we passed down the missouri river
atchisonn
atchisons
on monday last which was 1 october so Atchi
sons absence is reconstructed by integrating the above dates
he left liberty no later than 30 september and returned no earlier than 18 october a critical absence of
almost three weeks when the government lost its power to control the conflict in carroll and daviess counties
compare nn 14 and 166
73parks
parks to atchison near de witt mo 7 october 1838 m
rhe
in document 37 see history ofthe
the church
of
odthe
3 156 57 for most of this letter
5156
3156
71 71atchison
atchison to the governor 5 october 1838 in document 35
75 chariton
in document 36
charlton county committee report 5 october 1838 m
76williarn
missouri republican daily 11 october 1838
7wllllam FE dunnica to editor glasgow mo 7 october 1838 missoulirepublican
cormons
Mor
also cited in mulder and mortensen among the mormons
mons 99
seenn 75
71see
71 71atchison
atchison to the governor liberty mo 20 september 1838 in document 28 compare n 64
79 79captain
m document 41 42 compare
captain samuel bogart to the governor elk hom
horn mo 13 october 1838 in
a carroll county residents report that exaggerates casualties but shows the alliance between the irregulars
cormons at de witt
and nearly all the men of our county have
and the militia there are 2 or 300 mormons
been called out against them
the militia have been called out to suppress the mob but I1 believe they
intend helping to kill them they have taken a few shots and the report seems to be established that about
cormons have been killed edward lampkin to thomas bradford carrollton mo 14 october 1838 cited
5 mormons
in dialogue A journal ofmormon
1978 115
of mormon thought 11 winter 19781
sode
de witt citizens to howard county citizens near de witt mo 7 october 1838 in document 40
11general
general samuel
lucas to the governor Boonville mo 4 october 1838 in document 34 35 see
ror a copy of this letter
bor
3 150 for
the church 3150
3150for
5150
history odthe
of rhe
eat west was written saturday 6 october noting that two relief
rockwoods
woods first letter from fat
rockvoods
far
fai
albert PR Rock
groups left friday brunson and forty two men in the morning and friday another company started under
Brun sons group had arrived at the time of his letter though he
bro joseph rockwood had a report that brunsons
says nothing more aboutjoseph
about joseph smiths group the de witt citizens also mention the arrival of two mormon
reserve groups at this time writing sunday 7 october they noted the arrival of a hundred two nights ago
cormons were reinforced by sixty two mounted men well armed from
and added about two hours ago the mormons
far west BYU archivist david whittaker shared his transcription of the rockwood letter journal held by
the beinecke library yale university
83
private journal of ofjoseph
and seasons 1 november 1839 3 also
und
extract from the privatejournal
joseph smith jr times andseasons
83extract
e e the personal writings ofjose
cited in D
ph smith salt lake city deseret book co 1984 435
jessee
ean C jess
dean
of joseph
compare murdock abridged record 34 and for a month or two we had been importuning
circuitjudge
and all hope of protection or right of citizenship failed us
circuit judge and the governor
to the
gen atchison
Corrill
ibis the governor has since told me was a mistake for
this
comil A briefhistoiy
bride
brief history 36 this
and other officers had full power to act when necessary without an order from him
the governor to the house of representatives jefferson city mo 5 december 1838 in document 13
upon the latter day saints evidently
outrages committed
john taylor A short account of
published in 1839 in illinois 3 4
sA
atchison
tchison to the governor Boonville mo 9 october 1838 in document 38 this letter is not printed
rae
tae
the church but is important enough to reproduce in
m full from the above source
in the history ofthe
of
odthe
11

a

115
135
112
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Boonville

oct

9

1838

to the commander in chief
sir enclosed you will receive a communication from gen parks which 1I deem my
duty to forward to your excellency I1 have required gen doniphan with the troops from
piatte to co
piane
plane
clay clinton and the platte
cooperate with gen parks I1 have also instructed parks to
operate
cormons from marching to de witt and also to send back or take into custody
prevent armed mormons
cormons from caldwell county who may be found in arms in carroll county also
all the mormons
to disperse all armed bands of citizens from other counties found in carroll
cormons in carroll county to sell out
I1 have also suggested to parks to urge it upon the mormons
and remove elsewhere and also to urge the citizens to make the proposition to buy 1I have
no doubt but your excellency if you should deem it your duty to proceed to carroll county
could restore peace 1I would have forwarded this communication by express but was informed
that you were at st louis it is therefore sent by mail if you deem it necessary to proceed
to carroll county 1I would respectfully suggest that it should be done as quick as possible
I1 have

PS

ac
the honor to be &c
D R atchison

if your excellency should deem it necessary to proceed to carroll county

Bo onville

will be in your route when it would give me great pleasure to see your excellency at which
cormons
time I1 will be prepared to give all information as to the difficulties between the mormons

and citizens as far as it could be obtained
D R A

the church
of rhe
to atchison near de witt mo 7 october 1838 in document 38 see history odthe
3155 56 for part of this letter how firm leadership might have aided the community conscience is illustrated
by the wavering of a carroll county resident who wrote at the peak of prejudice after he marched on far west
before being mobilized in the militia he volunteered in the private attack on de witt 1 I have until recently
been disposed to pity all except the leaders in them I1 never had any confidence the mob which raised
in this county some weeks since and drove those who had settled in a little place called de witt 1I did not
at first approve of but I1 finally believed they were right and I1 joined in with them arthur bradford to
dogue
logue 11 winter 1978 115
dialogue
Dil
thomas bradford carrollton mo 13 november 1838 cited in diz
atchison to the governor Bo onville mo 16 october 1838 in document 39 the 16 october letter
is not in the history odthe
the church but is pivotal and reproduced here from the above source
of fhe
ofthe
89parks
parks

Bo onville

to his excellency L W boggs
sir from a communication received from gen parks

oct

16

1838

cormons in
that the mormons
carroll county have sold out and left consequently every thing is quiet there but parks reports
that a portion of the men from carroll county with one piece of artillery are on their march
for daviess county where it is thought the same lawless game is to be played over and the
mormons
cormons to be driven from that county and probably from caldwell county nothing in
my opinion but the strongest measures within the power of the executive will put down
this spirit of mobocracy
the troops ordered into the field from parks report partake in a great degree of the
mob spirit so that no reliance can be placed upon them however in this I1 believe parks
to be mistaken 1I would respectfully suggest to your excellency the propriety of a visit to the
scene of excitement in person or at all events a strong proclamation the state of things
which have existed in the counties of daviess and carroll for the last two months has been
in a high degree ruinous to the public and disgraceful to the state I1 would again respectfully
suggest strong measures to put down this spirit of mob and misrule or permit them to fight
it out if your excellency should conclude the latter expedient best calculated to produce
quiet and restore order issue an order to the major general 3d
ad division to discharge the
troops now engaged in that service
1I have the honor &c
ac
david R atchison
I1 learn

ibid
9ibid
bibid
91robinson 1 september 1838 75
931bid
slbid
slbil 1 september 1838 76
941bid
mibid
bibid 9 september 1838 82
951
951bid
ibid
bid 1 september 1838 76
9discourse
discourse of 12 may 1844 thomas bullock report in andrew FE ehat and lyndon W cook the words
joseph smith provo religious studies center 1980 367
of ofjoseph
see murdock abridged record 34 on the 13th 14th
97see
l4th and lyth of oct the brethren arrived in
lath
woods letter journal 15 october 1838 the brethren have all returned
rockwoods
caldwell county compare Rock
from

witt
de
dewitt
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austin A king to the governor richmond mo 24 october 1838 in document 53
99 bogart to the governor elk horn mo
13 october 1838 in document 42 compare nn 154 56
foote autobiography 24
lo loebenezer
ebenezer robinson items of personal history of the editor the return 1 december 1889 189
102 102rockwood
rockwood retrospective entry in letter of 29 october 1838
113 113sampson
sampson avard testimony at richmond hearing november 1838 in document 99 compare the text
in this article at n 45
o4fbote
foote autobiography 24 25
105 extract from
joseph smith times and seasons 1 november 1839 4 also in
essee personal
mjjessee
wirings
W
frings 436 37
writings
foote and other sources indicate that the relief expedition started at the beginning of the week of
15 october Rock
rockwoods
woods letter of 29 october 1838 sequences earlier events noting 23 october that 130 cavalry
from the reinforcing expedition returned last
last
list night 7 0 clock
107a
cormons came after
A new study leaves the impression at several points that serious violence to the mormons
their military actions in daviess county but the opposite is true mormon actions there responded to serious
expulsion threats of the kind just carried out in carroll county moreover they were reported by responsible
cormons see nn 154 56 LeSu
people in touch with the public defenders operating against the mormons
eurs the
lesueurs
mar
war in missouri inverts sequence twice in trying to document attacks on mormons
cormons in retaliation
1838 mormon warm
for the mormon initiative in daviess county which began when caldwell reinforcements arrived on 16 october
wur
war
inan
indr
the first case is the harassing of william H walkers immigrant group lesueur the 1838 mormon wun
128 but walker says that their harsh warning was received before daviess hostilities
about the 15th we
were surrounded by a mob while tra velling
and robbed of all their firearms and ammunitions the second
case isis that of the formidable anti mormon cornelius gilliam who supposedly later cited the mormon
depredations in daviess county as the reason why he called out his regiment lesueur the 1838 mormon
war 129 but gilliams
gilhams rationalizing missouri senate speech simply says that he saw families dispossessed
seif mustered local unit was called up after that see the mirsouriargus
missouri argus st louis 15 february 1839
not that his self
gilliams daughter is quoted ibid for the proposition that their relatives had been burned
microfilm BYU gilhams
cormons and her fathers overdone campaign was retaliation but that tradition hardly reaches historical
out by mormons
standards martha was born the year after the mormon expulsion and her father died before she turned nine
see fred lockley
orical society 17
reminiscences of mrs frank collins quarterly of the oregon heyt
historical
Hift
december 1916 358 366
lo8john
louisi
john D lee mormonism unveiled
louis bryan brand 1877 66 67
st louls
unvededst
9 lorenzo
experience salt lake city juvenile instructor office
narrative fragments of ofexpeiience
orenzo dow youngs narrativefragments
wlorenzo
alorenzo
wL
1882 48 49 the detailed biography autobiography which is the source of this narrative was made by lorenzo s
nephew and gives specific dating here lorenzo was called for two weeks of guard duty at adam ondi ahman
after the 6 august election fight his final warning to leave was given about two weeks after that see
james amasa little biography of lorenzo dow young utah historical quarterly 14 1946 48 51
corrill A briefhistory
conill
brief history 38
briet
see eJoseph
seejoseph
joseph H mcgee
lee mormonism unveiled 59 for the buildings used as a store and a tailor shop se
granddRiver
story ofthe
ap 1909 12
rhe
grandriver
the gnan
Gran
river country gallatin mo np
of rge
odthe
sriver
sriber
112 112chapman
chapman duncan biography typescript 36 37 BYU A secondary but responsible county history
indicates that Mill
millpost
millport
mdlport
port stood about three miles due east of gallatin and consisted of the peniston mill
a blacksmith shop and a few stores
millports
in 1837 gallatin was founded and much of Mill
ports business was
cormons burned the buildings that remained and all that
transferred to the new town and in 1838 the mormons
oaits
was left of ofmillport
of its name and the place where once it stood john FE jordin memories
mdlport was the memory ofits
gallatin mo north missourian press 1904 unpaged in the chapter on theodore peniston
3 3extract
ror instance chapman duncan
extract from
joseph smith times andseasons
and seasons 1 november 1839 4 bar
for
had his house shot up after the gallatin election and his family moved to adam ondi
ondl ahman evidently
at once the mob burned all of my buildings and destroyed all my bees 1I never saved one hog out of eighty
head duncan biography 36 also in jessee personal writings 436
nathan tanner incidents in the life of nathan tanner MS 28 BYU see also ibid typescript
98judge
judge

10 11

BYU

david R atchison and A W doniphan to col mason liberty mo 27 october 1838 photocopy of
grun
rae gnan
grand
gallatin and aftergrandriver
the
GrandRiver
river country 12 13 who lived at gallann
national archives
Ardi
of tae
ofthe
araiives MS compare mcgee story odthe
aral
ward with his father at winston mcgee claims there was scarcely a missourians
Missour
missounans
lans house left standing in the
ians
county but he saw burnings only on the horizon and had personal experience only at the locations south of
adam ondi
ondl ahman the occupation general of adam ondi ahman also reported that the whole county is laid
waste but gave his view as far as my observation and information extended suggesting perhaps knowledge
clark keytesville mo 25 november 1838 in document 88
of ohe
odthe
oark
ofthe
of the south odthe
ofthe
the daviess area robert wilson to dark
116 116corrill
Corrill
conill A biiefhirtory
brief history 38
117 peck
117peck
sketch of mormon history 151
11813
11813enjamin
benjamin EF johnson my lifes review independence mo zions press 1947 38 39
enjamin
tanner incidents in the life of nathan tanner 32 33 also ibid typescript 12
see document 45 46
sec
110see
121121johnson
johnson my lifes review 37
1221bid
1221bid
ibid 42
43
4243
4245
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46
113lee
leclee
124far
fim

mormonism unveiled 90

west record 19 december and 26 december 1838 cited in cannon and cook far west record
rae church 3240
3 240 42 287n
the
223 25 compare history odthe
5240
of tae
ofthe
vinson knight to william cooper esq spencerburg
Spencerburg mo 3 february 1838 family copy courtesy of
brent belnap
see atchisonn
Atchisons letters to the governor of 20 september and 16 october in document 39
atchisons
127 parks to atchison richmond
127parks
mo 21 october 1838 in
m document 47 48
m document 46 47 the letter does not
atchison to the governor liberty mo 22 october 1838 in
the church but is reproduced here from the above source because it shows that atchison
appear in
m history ofthe
odthe
of fhe
cormons was in process in spite of their daviess
continued in his convictions that an illegal dispossession of the mormons
defensive tactics

liberty october 22 1838

to his excellency the commander in chief
sir almost every hour 1I receive information of outrage and violence of burning and
cormons have become desperate and
m the county of daviess it seems that the mormons
plundering in
Mill port they have
millpost
in gallatin they have burnt millport
men they have burned a store m
madmen
act like mad
it is said plundered several houses and have taken away the arms from divers citizens of
that county a cannon that was employed in the siege of de witt
win in carroll county and
cormons it is
taken for a like purpose to daviess county has fallen into the hands of the mormons
cormons
cormons have when opportunity offered disarmed the mormons
Mor
also reported that the anti mormons
mons
and burnt several of their houses

the

great difficulty in settling this matter seems to be in not being able to identify
cormons from daviess county
the offenders I1 am convinced that nothing short of driving the mormons
will satisfy the parties opposed to them and this 1I have not the power to do as I1 conceive
legally there are
arc no troops at this time in
m daviess county nor do I1 deem it expedient to
sit
send any there for I1 am well convinced that it would but make matters worse for sir
sir 1I do
not feel disposed to disgrace myself or permit the troops under my command to disgrace
mormons are to be driven from
the state and themselves by acting the part of a mob if the cormons
their homes let it be done without any color of law and in open defiance thereof let it
be done by volunteers acting upon their own responsibilities
n chief and
however 1I deem it my duty to submit these matters to the commander im
will conclude by saying it will be my greatest pleasure to execute any order your excellency
shall think proper to give in this matter with promptness and to the very letter
I1 have the honor to be
yom
your
yow
mom excellencys
mour
serat
abt servt
excellences most obt

N

B

david R atchison
geni
genl 3d
maj benl
ad div mo mi
1I herewith inclose to you a report from general parks also one from capt bogart
D R A

9

Bogart
began to atchison elk

horn mo

23

m document 48
october 1838 in

13burnett recollections 57 58
Burnett
burnen
13 13atchison
atchison to bogart
bogan liberty mo 23 october 1838 in document 108
232 burnen
232burnett
Burnett recollections 58
burnea
see the group and individual statements in document 49 53
133see
governor to generaljohn
see history
i51govemorto
general john B clarkjefferson
Clark
document 61 seehistoiy
oark jefferson city mo 27 october 1838 in indocument
dark
rhe
for
the church 33175
fer a copy of this letter nearly identical language was repeated in governor boggs to
175 eer
odthe
of rge
ofthe
clark
oark
dark jefferson city mo 1 november 1838 in document 76 77
135 135atchison
m document 76 see
atchison and lucas to the governor 28 october 1838 richmond mo in
3 176 for a copy of this iener
tener
ietter
letter some phrases in this brief lener
ietter probably come
letter
history of the church 5176
leuer
lener
3176
3 176 77n editor roberts could not understand how atchison
from lucas in history of the church 5176
3176
mormons were in
could cosign
m rebellion one problem is that roberts obviously did not
consign the statement that cormons
have access to the mormon accounts of counter operations in daviess county in the week after 16 october
on the other hand atchison was uninformed in the sense that the river counties did not understand the
mormon defensive perimeter of caldwell daviess so clashes were wrongly interpreted as preliminary to
attacks elsewhere As commander of this military district atchison was forced to act on the possibility of rumors
being accurate and his joint note was written on the basis of available information at the time it is also
true that these circumstances forced atchison and lucas together as directors of adjoining districts though
mormons were quite different compare the doniphan quotation in the text
their goals in respect to the cormons
13

at n

145

Cited at n 115
cued
kansas city daily journal
kanias

131
151
131cited

13

june 1881
13lesueur
lesueur the 1838 mormon war 158
in document 80
dark
oark to the governor richmond mo 12 november 1838 m
governor to clark
in document 69
oark jefferson city mo 6 november 1838 m
dark
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governor to clark
m document 61 63 the 26 october
oark jefferson city mo 26 and 27 october 1838 in
dark
letter includes an activation order for four hundred men to the commander of the fourth division who was
3 173
the church 3173
175 75
lucas copies of both are in history of fhe
3175
samuel D lucas to the governor independence mo 5 november 1838 in document 71 compare
lucas to the governor near far west mo 2 november 1838 in
m document 72 stating that we received
the 26 october order and that 1 I received the 27 october order at this point maj gen atchison left
me for liberty when I1 was left in
m sole command see n 141
143
143letter
letter to A B chambers richmond mo 13 november 1838 mentioning that the author was activated
and in the field eight weeks beginning I1 september 1 I acted as aid to general parks who was in the field
with me all this period
par
nur
144far
sar
far west cited in missouri republican daily 17 november 1838 the context indicates that the nar
far west
was repeating what had been said right after atchisonn
Atchi
sons return compare burnetts autobiography in telling
atchisons
of 1838 events 1 I also edited a weekly newspaper the far west published in liberty 53
cited at n 61
whited
wcited
cited at n 144
1171ibid
gov boggs
1171bid
ofgov
bid the western star another liberty newspaper is cited imn the same article the course of
in
m superseding gen atchison we hear much complaint about why the gov did this we are at a loss to know
so far as we have heard an expression of opinion the people appear to be satisified with mr A as a general
118
141
111
philo dibbles narrative 89
111philo
119mirsouri
missouri republican daily 30 january 1839

bar

bid

1501ibid
1501bid

27 december 1838

clarks speech is given in an early copy in
stre ator caldwell co 22 february 1839
Sire
m eliza R snow to esquire streator
E mark mckiernan ed
cited in F
eliza R snow letter from missouri BYU studies 13 summer 1973
3 204 compare a similar missouri copy of the clark
the church 3204
548 49 a version
vension is in
m history ofthe
5204
of rhe
oark speech
dark
odthe
in the rockwood letter journal of ofjanuary
january 1839
15 15governor
governor to dark
clark jefferson city mo 27 october 1838 in
oark
m document 61 see n 134
113 113atchison
153
atchison to the governor on dates of 27 september 1838 in
m document 34 5 october 1838 in
m
document 35 16 october 1838 in
m document 39 for the text of the letter see n 89
154 atchison
to governor Boonville mo 16 october 1838 in document 39 for the text of the letter see n 90
mwffliam
Afi
william F dunnica to editor glasgow mo 12 october 1838 ahi
abi
missouri
republican daily 18 october 1838
souri repub&an
156
Corrdl A briefhitoy
156corrill
Corrill
brief history 36 compare the quotation in the text at n 99
151 151mulder
157
cormons
mulder and mortensen among the mormons
Mor
mons 97
15113ogart
bogart to the governor elk horn mo 13 october 1838 in document 41
159
of john E page millennial star 27 1865 103
159history
history ofjohn
igo 160rockwood
160
rockwood letter of 6 october 1838 near end
igl161joseph
igi
161
joseph smith jr et al to the church at quincy 20 march 1839 libertyjail
essee
liberty jail
jali clay co mo in
jall
mjjessee
personal writings
Tyli tings 393 also cited in
3 292 93
m history ofthe
of the church 3292
odthe
162162joseph
joseph smith to isaac galland 22 march
match 1839 cited in
essee personal writings 417 includes atchison
mjjessee
among those who have made public proclamation that mormon leaders should be hung but the rumor lacks
confirmation and
andjoseph
evidently
dendy changed his mind since no comment of the kind comes from nauvoo sources
joseph evi
evl
113 113president
president heber C kimballsjournal
kimball s journal salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1882 72 kimball
gives his liberty visit as approximately 8 april 1839
lyman wight and heber C kimball to joseph smith philadelphia pa 19 june 1844 LDS church
archives see also history odthe
the church 7138
hisel wrote
bernhisel
1138
7158 italics in original on 9 august 1850 john Bem
1158
of rhe
ofthe
brigham young from washington DC that atchison had voted for utahs territorial status he referred to
senator atchison of missouri extermination memory but the sarcasm may have been uninformed since
bernhisel did not come west until the nauvoo period cited in journal history
extract
of ofjoseph
joseph smith times and seasons I1 november 1839 7 those listed in the roll of
gilliam and bogart
dishonor were all militia leaders dark
clark wilson lucas price gilham
oark
166 166statement
statement of
ofhyrum
hyrum smith 1 july 1839 times and seasons 4 1 july 1843 254 56 also cited in
hestoy
the church 3424
3 424 this roll of dishonor includes officials boggs and king and militia leaders clark
history odthe
5424
of rhe
ofthe
dark
lucas wilson and gilliam this statement of
ofhyrum
hyrum smith has been misread with regard to atchison where
hyrum was actually quoting the intriguing view of their jailor samuel tillery claiming that the expulsion
plan was concocted by the governor down to the lowest judge in that upper country early in the previous
jefferson
spring and that the plan was more fully carried out at the time that general atchison went down to tojefferson
city with general wilson lucas and gilliam times and seasons 44254
rhe
254 55 also cited in
m history of
the
odthe
421 lesueur misstates hyrum smith as the source and thinks the statement included atchison
church 33421
in the expulsion plan lesueur the 1838 mormon war 245 but the key here is
m
is george A smiths memoirs
telling that atchison and other officers were ordered to be absent at the height of the mormon problems
as narrated in the biographical section at the beginning of this paper tillery was sympathetic to his prisoners
and unlikely to be criticizing his fellow townsman atchison who had similar views instead he apparently
claimed that Atchi
cormons could
atchisonn
atchisons
sons assignment to the court martial was a useful tool to remove him so mormons
be evicted from carroll county actually george A smith and turnham have near misses on where atchison
went since atchison wrote several letters from Bo onville near jefferson city his location is clear see
nn 14 and 72 and the text at these notes
snow to streator 546 cited at n 151
151ciarks
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